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Chapter 工 工ntroduct土on

1-1 工ntroduct土on

The recent increasing demand for electric power has promoted the

tendency to use ultra-high voltage (UHV) power transmission systems･

This situation requires use of higher voltage and, at the same time,

the miniaturization of the related electrical apparatuses along with

an 土mprovement of rel土ab土1ity and life. AIso ln the field of electro-

nic englneeringl the electric field intensity applied to the components

such as 110S devices and thin film elements becomes extremely high as

their miniaturization developsr though the voltage applied is relative-

1y low･ Therefore, both in electric power and in electronic engineer-

ings, various problems have been introduced on electrical insulation

at high fields. This means that the high electric field design be-

comes one of the most urgent problems to be solved nowadays in the

field of electrical insulation.

With regard to insulating materials, a variety of organic polymers

have been used because of their excellent mechanical and electrical

properties･ Howeverr the rapid development of electrical and elect-

ronic devices ln recent years has necessitated d土electric materials

to operate under severe conditions of temperature, high energy radiat-

ion, and electric stress. This requires further elevation of elect-

rical insulation properties, such as high resistivity, high dielectric

strength･ and low dielectric lossl aS Well as that
LOf

mechanical

propertiesI Such as high tensile strength･

The electrical insulation has been developed from two standpointsr

i･e･ materials and their manufacturing techniques･ The actual pro-

cedures to realize this development so far have been much dependent on

experiences based on trials. It 土s almost impossible, however, to

fulfill the complex. high graded and severe demands only by such
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emplrical approaches. でhe material science has been trying to

interpret the properties of materials based on the knoweldges of

their constituent atoms and/or the molecules and of their atomic

structure. 工n ■recent years. the progress of material sclence 土s so

remarkable that it can greatly contribute to the molecular design Of

土nsulators二and to the s.ynthes土s of new materials instead of old

emplrical′approacbes. At present. however, 1t is still difficult to

understand perfectly the properties of various d土electrics such as

polymers on the basis of the material science owing to their complex

structu工■e and/or
to the dlff土culty 土n their purlf土cat土on. でherefore,

practical s土tuatlons,土n many cases, still rely upon the emplr土cal

way･ Thusl the material science approach
-should be taken positively

for a more rapid advancement of the electrical insulation englneering･

zn 1935 Yon Hippe1[l] first interpreted the electrical breakdown

ln solid dielectr土cs on the basis of quantum mechanical solid state

physics･ He considered the situation in a pure crystalline material

at low temperatures. and sug･gested that the electrons 土n the solids

play an 土mportant role 土n the breakdown.process. Thls promoted

Frahlich【2] and Seitz【3] to develop the breakdown theory for solids

from the standpoint of solid state phys土cs･ These theories were

successful in explaining the breakdown characteristics of ionic cry-

stals qualitatively in the low temperature region. The order of

magnitude･ of the electric strength could be calculated but many

features of the breakdown process remain unexpla土ned as discussed ln

chapter =Ⅰ. Neverthelessl these theories should be evaluated in a

sense that they g･1Ve an lndicat土on to the increase 土n so-called

intrinsic electric strength from the standpoint of solid state physics:

The electric strength土s expected to be raised w土th土ncreasing･
the

ionization energy of the material and with decreasing the drift

mobility and mean' free path of the electron･
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.工n
this thesis, fundamental electrical breakdown character土st土cs

of several kinds of polymeric insulating materials are investigated,

focussing attention to the high temperature region Which is very

土mportant 土n practical appl土catlon of insulators. 工n spite of many

studies on the breakdown at high temperaturesl any reasonable theories

seem to have never been established so far owing to many complexies

present
in polymers･ An approach is attempted throughout this thesis

to consider the experimental results on d土electrlc breakdown from the

thermal breakdown process.

This choice of consideration is mainly due to following two

reasons:
.The

first reason is that the electronic breakdown process

in high temperature region presented by Fr6hlich[4] has a problem in

the development of the theory. which will be mentioned later in

Chapter ==. The second reason is that the breakdown in practical

insulators is recognized as a structure destruction by temperature and

conductiv土ty 土ncreases.
resultin9 土n the evaporation or the melting

of the material. Various problems are also left ln a simple thermal

breakdown theory. mainly concerning local heating in weak spots and

space charge formation during voltage appl土catlon. As a first approx-

土mat土on′ however. an attempt 土s made,土n the thes土sl tO interpret the

obtained breakdown results 土n terms of the thermal breakdown theory as

far as possible. assumlng･ the sample is uniform. 工n other words. the

large part of the thesis is devoted to make clear to what extent the

obtained results are understood by the thermal breakdown theory･

i-2 Survey of the Thesis

The main aim of this thesis is to advance the understanding of the

electrical breakdown process especially 土n a b19h temperature reglOn

for various polymers･ The experimental results are attempted to be

interpreted
ma土nly土n terms of the thermal breakdown

process･ From
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the results, indications of designing a reasonable insulation for the

electrical apparatuses and 土nformat土ons on synthesizing of new
poly-

meric insulators are given. The outline of each chapter is as

follows.

Chapter 工工 sumar土zes the theories of electrical breakdown process.

which are described to the extent to be required on discussion ln each

chapter.

Cbapter 工工工 deals with the dlelectrlc breakdown of polylm土de
in a

hi9b temperature reglOn. Which 土s the most ･representative
b土gh temper-

ature polymer･ =eat and bydrolytic treatment effects on dielectric

breakdown strength are also discussed.

工n Chapter 工Ⅴ. the d土electrlc breakdown of poly(vinyl土dene-

-fluoride)
is studied. An attempt

土s
made to apply the impulse

thermal breakdown theory to the data obtained above 50oC･ W土th the

aid of computation, an estlmat土on of the conduction parameters
土s made･

Further, the 土nfluence of the crystalline phase of the polymer on the

bieakdown characteristics is discussed.

chapter V deals with theoretical analysis of approximation

required for numerical calculation of impulse thermal breakdown･ The

fundamental equation of thermal breakdown 土s solved numer土cally under

the boundary conditions imposed by Newtonrs cooling law for various

values of beat transfer coeff土cient 入 from the dielectr土c surface to

the surroundings･ The influence of A on breakdown characteristics
is

discussed.

chapter V= deals with the dlelectric breakdown of plasma polymer-

ized styrene thin films (PPS) by taking advantage of self-healing･

The breakdown mechanism of PPS is also discussed.

chapter V== deals with a new simple thermal breakdown model′

which discards the space charge and bulk processes,
in order to

explain the experimental results of PPS･ Furtherl a Steady state
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avalancbe 土s considered as a possible bulk conductlon･

chapter V=== deals w土tb the d土electrlc breakdown of polyethylene･

The discussion centers on the relation between morphology and the

breakdown characterlstlcs.

chapter =X gives the conclusion drawn from the results presented

in the thesis. The engineering significance of these results is also

pointed out･
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Chapte工.工工 Electrlcal Breakdown in Solids

2-1 工ntroductlon

As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is very significant in

a practical use of 土nsulators to understand the dielectr土c breakdown

phenomena and to realize a molecular deslg.n Of lnsulators･ So far

many studies on the breakdown phenomena of solid d土electrlcs have been

done. Parallel to the experiments. many breakdown theories on solids

have been proposed between 1930 and 1950. most of which were based on

quantum mechanical solid state physics: =t was Yon =土ppel【1】 who

first 土nterpreted the electric breakdown 土n alkali hal土de single

crystal by electronic process, similar to the avalanche breakdown in

gases. After his research, Fr8hlich[2], and Fr8hlich and Paranjape[3]

modified the theory presented by von Hippe1. Fr8hlich presented the

theories of breakdown of 土onic crystal from the standpoint of solid

state physics[2･4･5]. This was successful in explaining the ex-

perimental results for an alkali halide single crystal quantitatively[6]･

These so-called intrinsic breakdown theories treat the energy balance

of the conduction electrons differing from each other in the view of

energy transfer process from the conduction electrons to the latticer

and assumption on the energy distribution of the conduction electrons･

There areJ howeverl many uncertainties in these theor土esI Which will

be described later･ Moreoverl in many materials except alkali

hal土des. the quantltatlve agreement between the theory and experiment-

al result has been scarcely obtained. Nevertheless, the distinguish-

ed idea of 土nterpreting the breakdown phenomena from a viewpoint of

the modern material science should be extremely admirable･ This

concept stimulated the development of new dlelectr土c breakdown

theories･ A typlCal example
土s a single avalanche breakdown theory

presented by Seitz[7]. He considered the situation in which a
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single electron starting from the cathode causes an avalanche of

electrons sufflc土ent to destroy the solid dlelectr土c･

on the other handl at high temperaturesr where electric strengths

of most of the dielectrics fall with increasing temperature, various

kinds of theoretical explanations have been 91Ven.

=n 1922, Wagner[8] considered the heat balance between production

of heat due to 土onic conduction and heat d土sslpat土on due to heat

conductionl deducing the thermal breakdown voltage from the condition

土n which the heat balance is broken. Th土s concept has been supported

by experiments after a little modification･
Howeverl the thermal

breakdown theory 土s unable to explain experimental observat土onsl for

instance, time lag of breakdown and directional path of breakdown.

=n 1947, Fr8hlich[5] presented a new theory for breakdown at high

temperatures on the basis o王 co11ectlve breakdown model･ He recogni-

zed that, in crystals containing many
impurities or in amorphous

solids. the combined number of elect∫ons ln localized excited states

and in conduction band will be relatively high, so that electron-

-electron scattering must predominate over electron-1att土ce 土nter-

action･ This theory could give an qualitative interpretation to

various experimental results at high temperatures･ Howeverl there

still remain serious problems in Fr8hlich's amorphous theory on the

assumptions, such as a strong electron-electron interaction etc., as

discussed in subsection 2-3-i-C. Later,Stark and Garton[9] proposed

the electromechanlcal breakdown theory 土n which a mechanical deform-

ation caused by Maxwell stress due to the applied field is considered･

They recognized this behavior in polyethylene( but till now almost no

exper土mental工･eSults have been reported except on polyethylene.

Another breakdown theory relevant to polymers is the free volume

breakdown theory presented by Artbauer[10]. This was proposed to

explain the breakdown phenomena of polymers around the glass trans土t土on
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temperature region.

2-2 Classif土cat土on of Electrical Breakdown

The term
"

electrical breakdown
I-

is defined in two ways; One 土s

associated with structure destruction by a large current increase,

taking a form of evaporation or melting and consequently resulting in

a short circuit of insulating part.
For this case, the cirtical field

′

strength refers to the field when the melting or evaporation occurs.

The other case refers to an appearance of negative resistance region

ln cu工･rent VS. VOltage characteristics.

There are various ways to classify the electrical breakdown

mechanisms･ Among themr three major Categories of classification are

listed below:

1. the way to seperate them roughly into electronic and thermal

breakdowns【11･12･13】. The former can be further divided

into two, i.e. 1ntrlnslc breakdown and electron avalanche

breakdown
【14】.

2･ the way to classify the breakdown mechan土sms as a combination

of a current multiplication and a possit土ve feedback process-

es【15,16】.

3･ the way to classify tbem土nto two conditions for electrical

breakdown. One is a cond土t土on 土n which a balance of physic-

al parameters is broken and other 土s one ln which a certain

physlcal parameter reaches a critical value. which is

summarized in Table 2.1[17]

工n the next subsection. the princlpal features of the breakdown

mecban土sms. which will be used later for 土nterpretat土on of exper土menト

al resultsr are discussed brieflyr following the first of the class-

ification･ A summary of the breakdown mechanisms
is given in Table

2.2【12】
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Table 2.l. Condition for electrical breakdown

I.Losing of balance of physical quantities

Pys土cal parameter

Electron energy

T e of
_breakdown

工ntrinsic breakdown

(single electron approximation)

工ntrinsic breakdown

(collective breakdown theories)

stead∇ state thermal breakdown

Electromechanical breakdown

Electron temperature

Lattice temperature

Tb土ckness

工工.Establishment of critical ph sical quantities

pyslcal parameter

Energy

Lattice temperature

Type of breakdown

Avalanche breakdown

工mpulse thermal breakdown

2-3 Theories of Electrical Breakdown in Solid Dielectrics

2-3-1 Electron土c Breakdown Process

【A】 工ntr土nsic Breakdown Process

The intrinsic breakdown theory treats the energy balance of

electrons. =n an electric field F causing a current flow of density

j, the rate of energy gain from the field is

A
=

j ど. (2.1)

Let the rate of energy transfer to the lattice by conduction electrons

be denoted by a, then the condition for energy balance in the field is

A
=

B.

ー9-
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Table 2.2. Dielectric B,eakdown theories of Solids[12]

ェ. Electronic breakdown process

Intrinsic breakdown

(3FB/ad =0)

d: sample thickness

Theories based on the single

electron approximation

(aFB/a喋o)
Collective critical field theories

Electron avalanche breakdown

(aFB/ad < 0)

(aFB/aTo≧ 0)

Field emission breakdown

(aFB/ad =0)

(aFB/aTo-- 0)

Free volⅦ肌e breakdown

(aFB/aTo< 0)

IZ. Ther7nal breakdown process

i;::;:e

Single avalanche model

Collective avalanche model

state ther阻1 breakdown (aFB/aTo< 0)

themal breakdown

=エエ.也echanical breakdown process

Electromechanical breakdown (aFB/aTo< 0)

High energy criterion

LOW energy Criterion

Single crystal (aF8/a屯> 0)

Amrphous materials (aFB/aちく0)



By considering different mechanisms of the energy transfer and

different assumptions on energy distribution of the conduction elect-

rons, intrinsic breakdown theories are classified further as shown in

Table 2.2. 工t can be said that 土ntrinsic cr土t土cal field strength ln

each case corresponds to failure of some specific process to stabili2:e

the conduction electron s土tuat土on. Some c工･土t土clsms were g.1Ven about

the electronic breakdown process by O･Dwyer【14】 and =nulshl【16】

でhe intr土ns土c cr土t土cal field streng･th ln all cases refers to an

infinite homogeneous medium and thus is not able to account for many

features of the actual breakdown process. At first. electron

em土ss土on from the cathode′ wh土cb 土s either field induced or therm土on土c.

土s considered to take place. Thls will lead to the non-un土formlty
in

electron density distribution due to trapping Which introduces a

disturbance of the uniform field distribut土on【14]. secondly′ 1t土s

also pointed out that another mechanism may take ove工. the role of

stabilizing the conduction electron system, even after the failure of

some specified mechanism to stabili2:e it･ For exampler in a single

electron approx土mat土on, only electron-1attlce 土nteractlon 土s consider-

ed as energy loss mechanism. =n this case, however, electron-

-electron collisions eventually prevent the consequences of failure of

a steady state【14]. A more detailed discussion of lntrlnslc break-

down is given below.

The first theory of electronic breakdown presented by Yon Hippe1

【11
considered the s土tuat土on ln a pure. crystalline material at low

temperatures･ Under an applied electric f土eldl the energ･y A

transferred to one conduction electron per unit t土meJ土s wr土tten 土n

the form

A=eFve
=

いneF2
-

e2T(E)F2/m★･

-ll-
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where v andリ are respectively the drift velocity and mobility of
e n

★

the electronr e the electronic charger m the effective mass of

electron and T(E) the mean time between collisions. On the other

hand, the energy B which the electron loses by collisions with lattice

atoms per unit time ls
･

B - hv/T(E), (2.4)

where hv is the energy of optical phonon. Figure 2.i illustrates a

typical example of energy gain and loss of an electron as a function

of the electron energy･ von Hippel considered the critical field

(FBH) when the energy gain of every conduction electron exceeds the

maxumum energy loss (E = hv) , assuming that the electron interacts

only with lattice vibrations･ This corresponds to the condition
in

which the curves A and
B ln Fig.2.1. touch each other (A ≡

B)･ The

condition is also referred to as low energy criterion･ This critical

situation followed by accelerating the electron to ionization energy

E. leads to breakdown. unless recomblnat土on of all types could be
l

balanced with ionization.
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Fig･2･l･ Graphical illustration of conditions for electronic breakdown.
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o･Dwyer【14】 claimed that there土s a possibility of a state土n

whlcb the number of condu(=t土on elect工･OnS is steady even though the

energy loss through electron-1att土ce 土nteract土on can no longer cope

with the energy gain of electrons from the power source･ For

examplel COllision ioni2:ation may increase the number of conduction

elect∫ons but 土t may be balanced by radiat土ve recomb土nation･

ConsequentlyI SOme Of the energy gain from field is lost in light

emission, keeping the number of conduction electrons steady[14].

=n such s caser to calculate steady state electron distribution func-

t土on, both ionization and recomblnatlon processes should be included.

as well as the effects of the applied field and electron-lattice

co11土sion【18】.

The critical field strength FBH is given as
[16]

FBH
=

C hv/ele･ (2.5)

where c and le are a constant ( =1 ) and the mean free path of

electron by co11土s土ons w土tb phonons. respectively.

Frahlich【2] insisted that condition for breakdown is to be

>

A = B for a small number of electrons with energy little below the

ionization energy･ The electric field FBF Shown in Fig･2･1 is the

cr土tlcal field strengtb′ given by【16】

FBF
=

FBH(hv/Ei )･ (2.6)

This is also referred to as Fr6hlich high energy critical field.

The critical situation is the failure of collision recombinations and

collision ionizations to balance in such a way as to produce a steady

state.

W土tb respect to this theory. two types of crltlclsm are

presented【14】 The first criticism ls whether these collision

-13-



processes could ever yield a steady state 土n the time ava土1able 土n an

actual breakdown experiment for fields lower than the critical. The

second 土s
almost the same as the cr土t土c土sm levelled against the Yon

Hippel low energy critical field, as mentioned earlier[14]. For

example, the light emission was observed at the strong field well be-

low breakdown. 工n this case. a steady state including. rad土at土ve re-

comb土nat土on as well as electron-1attlce 土nteraction must be considered.

Zf the rate of change of energy of an electron due to inter-

electronic co11土s土ons exceeds that due to electron-phonon colllslons,

the energy distribution function in the steady statewill be Maxwellian

with an electron temperature T in excess of lattice temperature T.
e

The electron temperature is determined by the energy balance.

Fr8hlich and Paranjape[3] considered that the critical condition

occurs When the energy gain from the power source is greater than the

energy loss for all electron temperature and the electron system is

unstable.

The principal point･ of discussion for this theory exists in the

possiblity of the existence of the high conduction electron densities

in order that electron-electron collls土ons may be predominant.

o･Dwyer[14] appoximately estimated the energy gain of the electrons

below breakdown to be the order of a few hundred electron volts per

ion volume per second by using a typical values for all the alkali

halides･ This energy must be transferred to the lattice and is suf-

ficient to destroy lt･ Since this contradicts the assumption of a

field below breakdownJ the electron density assumed by the theory

simply could not exist.

These three theories succeeded in explaining qualitatively and

partly quantitatively the breakdown character土st土cs
for alkali hal土des'

and have the following common features:

i) An increase in temperature causes an increase in the scattering
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of electron due to lattice vibrations, leading to a rise
in

electric strength.

ii) The electric strength is independent of sample thickness, elect-

rode metal or fom o王 appl土ed voltage.

土土土) An 土ntroduct土on of 土mpur土t土es or mechanical stress disturbs the

periodicity ､of lattice, leading to an increase in electron

scattering with a consequent increase in electric strength･

[B] Electron Avalanche Theory

se土tz【7】 considered that some elect∫ons can overcome energy loss

B due to existence of fluctuation of electron distribution and can be

accelerated to reach ionization energy (see Fig.2.1). The ionization

coef臼c土ent α was calculated【7】 as
e

1

αe =

TexP
(-hv/e入eF)･

e

(2.7)

An initial electron which starts from the cathode grows to an avalanche

containing exp(比ed) electrons before it reaches the anode apart from

the cathode with a distance d. でbe avalanche also diffuses to the

transverse direction and thus determines its vohme. The breakdown

occurs when the total energy of the avalanche exceeds the energy re-

qur土ed for the destruction of the latt土ce 土n this small volume. From

this consideration the following equation was obtained:

α d
e

40. (2.8)

This is also referred to as forty generation theory. The critical

field ls calculated as【14･16･18】

FBS巴 H/1n( d/FBS U(Eav)て(Eav) i )I (2･9)
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where i is the number of events of collision ionization and

H -

(m/2)1/2

1
★

dE

TJE E
2T(E)

(2.10)

aV

However, questions concerning the above discussion have been

pointed out【14′16,19】. Inu土sh土【16】 pointed out that a free electron

may disappear by the process of capture recomblnation w土th土n short

time ( 10-9 to 10-6 see )土n solids or loqulds. Consequently. in

these dielectr土cs′ 以eff
≡

αe
-

∩土n place of αe should be used′ where

¶ is the recomb土nation coe王flc土ent.

0'Dwyer discussed the problem occuring in deducing eq. (2.9) as

follows: =f conduction electron density becomes sufficiently high,

electron-electron coll土slons will prevent electrons from atta土nlng

ioni2:ation energy, and avalanche multiplication will not continue.

This situation may take place especially for long breakdown path

lengths. A more sophisticated treatment of the Fr～ihlich-ParanコaPe

collective theory 土s required.

Forlani and Minnaja[19] questioned the assumptions made in the

Se土tz's model. One question is whether avalanche starts when an

electron energy is equal to the ionization ener9y･ Another one is

on dealing with T aS independent of the electron energy.

【c】 Fr占hlich's Amorphous Theory

Fr8hlich[5] presented the electronic thermal breakdown theory to

explain the negative temperature dependence of electric strength at

high temperatures･ His calculations were based on the hypothesis of

the energy level scheme illustrated in Fig･2･2r where conduction ele-

ctrons are derived from impurity levels lying deep ⊥n the forbidden

2:One. There is also a set of shallow traps spread below the

conduction band edge ( vt - AVt - kT )･ The outline of the theory
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Fig.2.2. Model energy-level scheme for an amorphous solid.

1s as follows:

i) 工t is assumed that the lnteract土on between the conduction elect-

Tons and electrons in localized exited states 土s so stron9 that their

electron temperature is equal each other･ 工t means electron-electron

scattering predominates over electron-lattice scattering, as in the

case of the collective breakdown theory.

i土) When an electric field is applied. the energy supplied from the

power source is transferred through the conduction electron with a

large mOb土1土ty to the electron system at a rate A

A = Noexp (-Vt/kTe) eueF2･ (2.ll)

where No, Vt, and k are the effective density of states in the

conduction band.the depth from the bottom of the conduction band to

the Ferm土1evel. and the Boltzmann constant. respectively. Th土s

energy is directly transferred to the electrons in localized states,

ra土s土ng. them to the ex土ted localized states.

iii) The principal mode of energy transfer to the lattice is the

emission of phonons by the exited electrons. According to Fr6hlich,

the rate of energy tranSfer′ B to the lattice is
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B -N (hV/T) 【exp(h/kTe)
- 1】-1 【exp (hv/k)(1/T

-

1/Te)
- 1】′

(2.12)

where T is the mean time between collisions of localized electrons

with phonons and bv is the quantum of the_phonon due to the lattice

v土brat土on.

>
土Ⅴ) When the inequality A = B holds′ the cr土t土cal s土tuat土on occurs 土n

which
a stable electron temperature ls 土mpossible. The cr土t土cal

field strength F 土s determined as a field at which the curves A and
B

C

touch each other as shown in Fig･2･3･ Consequentlyl Fcis written in

the form

Fc
- C exp (△Vt/2kT), (2.13)

where C is nearly constantw土tha weak dependence of temperature･

The main feature expected for this type of breakdown is that time

lag is very shortr of the order of 10-8 to 10-9 sect because of the
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small electron heat capacity. Simpson【20】 calculated the time lag to

be of the order of 10-10 to 10-12 sec′ which ls considered as the time

required for electron in 土mpur土ty level to go up to the conduction

band from the deep trap under the influence of high electric f土eld･

Inuishi【16】土ns土sted that there is a problem
ln this theory on

neglecting the interaction between the conduction electron and the

lattice, and the energy transfer from the applied field to the hopping

electron･ =nuishi also presented a modified theory【21] which con-

siders the balance between the rate of the ~energy transferred to the

hopplng electron from the applied field and that to the lattice

vibrations from the hopplng electron.

This Frるhlichls theory has been criticized by OIDwyer on two

points. one is the possiblility of strong field emission from the

shallow traps. The other is excessive idealization of the electronic

structure, which may be hard to maintain to represent the electronic

structure of d土electric polymers.

【D】 Field Em土ssion ℡ype of Breakdown

The electric strength determined by the electron avalanche theory

mentioned 土n subsectlon 2-3-1-C Is inversely proportional to the mean

free path of the electron and increases with decreasing sample thick-

ness. Thus, 1n such a material with a small mean free path as 土n

amorphous solid or liquid. or 土n a thin sample such as semiconductor

p-n junction, a large number of electrons are emitted from the

electrode metal or the valence band to the conduction band by tunnell-

ing effect under the influence of the high field･ The former and the

latter processes are called as field emission[22] and Zener effect[23],

respectively. When the lattice temperature 土s raised up to a crlt土c-

al temperature by the input energy due to the tunnelling electronsl

the dielectric is melt or evaporatedl leading to a breakdown･ =n
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this type of breakdown. the electric streng.th ls scarcely influenced

by temperature or sample thickness.

2-3-2 Thermal Breakdown process

工n many solid dlelectrics there is a reglOn in whlcb the electric

strength falls with
increasing temperature. zn this region,

wagner【8】土ntroduced tbe土dea that the breakdown can be treated as a

problem of a balance betwe申heat generation due to ionic conduction

and heat conduction. Tbls was the first approach to the thermal

breakdown theory. Zn general, thermal breakdown is classified into

the following two types,･ temperature increase in the lattice temperat-

ure due to an ionic conduction or due to electron conduction. and

increase in electron temperature due to localized electrons in an

amorphous solid (Frahlich･s electronic thermal breakdown)
[16].

Through the thesis. only the first term of thermal breakdown process

will be referred. An outline o王 thermal breakdown process 土s glVen

below【14】.

工n the thermal breakdown. as 土n the case of the electronic break-

down process, the rate of energy transfer to the lattice due to an

applied field can be written

A -0 F2, (2.14)

where o is the electrical conductivity. This is always true for

土on土c conduct土Ⅴ土ty since the charge carriers are material particles･

For electronic conductivity, however. there must always be a quasi-

-steady state. namely the variation of the applied field with time

must be suff土c土ently slow so that the electron dlstrlbut土on土s, at all

timesl a function only of the field stren9tb and not of its time

derivatives･ =n this casel the energy transfer to the lattice is also
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accord with eq. (2.14). でhe lattice temperature then increases to an

extent depending on energy loss processes･ =f heat conduction is

considered as the only significant loss process, the lattice energy

balance equation. also called as the heat balance equation.土s ex-

pressed by the following:

cv(dT/dt)
- div(KgradT) =OF2･ (2.15)

where Cv is the specific heat per unit volume, K is the thermal con-

ductivity, dT/dt is the time derivative, and grad T is the space

9radlent of the temperature.

Thermal breakdown occurs in two forms,･ one is destructive break-

down obtained by raising the temperature to a critical value and the

other is thermal土nstabil土ty at which the heat input cannot be balanc-

ed by heat loss from the sample, depending on the time of application

of the field. The former criterion for breakdown is adopted in im-

pulse thermal breakdown. which ls one of paticular case of eq. (2.15) ,

when the heat conduction term is
ignored. Thus, the heat balance

equation becomes

cv(dT/dt)
=

oF2･ (2.16)

The other case is used when the electric field is increased slowly so

that the temperature rise of the lattice remains steady state. The

time dependent term of eq. (2.15) becomes

-div(KgradT)
= O F2･ (2.17)

This limiting case is called the steady state thermal breakdown, and

gives the minimum thermal critical field appropriate to the case in

which the field is applied for a very long.time.
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i)

The main features of thermal breakdown a工･e aS follows:

Thermal breakdown is
observed for pulse durations from 10-6 see

into dc ran9e･

ii) Electric strength decreases with increasing sample thickness (for

steady state thermal breakdown). pulse duration. temperature and

dielectric losses.

土il) Electric streng.th increases with increasing the resistlvlty and

thermal conductance of the sample.

2-3-3 Electromechan土cal Breakdown Process

The attraction of the charges on opposite electrodes causes

mechanical stress by mutual Coulombic force as the voltage V is impos-

ed. でh土s st工･eSS Can Cause a considerable decrease 土n thickness of

the dielectric from an orlglnal magnitude do in the vicinity of break-

down fields. At equilibrium, the electrical attractive force causing

compression is balanced by the elastic re_storing force, as expressed

by the equation

÷∈｡∈r(Ⅴ/d)2-

yln(d｡/d). (2.18)

where Eo and E are the permittiv土ty of empty space and the relative
r

dielectric constant, respectively, and Y is young's modulus･

The quantity d2 ln ( do/a ) has a maximum for a/do
=

exp (-i/2) "･6･

No actual value of V can produce a stable sltuatlon for values of d/do

less than 0.6. When the electronic or thermal breakdown voltage 土s

larger than this maximum voltage Vem, the dielectric co11apses･ Thus,

the crltlcal electric strength Fem土s

Fem -

Vem/do
- (Y/ecoEr)1/2･

where e is the base of the natural 1ogarithm･ This process
is

-22-
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denoted as electromechanical breakdown. Electric strength determined

by the electromechanical breakdown theory decreases with increasing

temperature since y decreases with increasing temperature.

2～

工n the previous subsect土onsl the main breakdown mechan土sms were

sumar土zed. However.土t 土s usually d土fflcult to 土nterpret the break-

down phenomena 土n solid d土electrlcs. especially polymers. by a sln91e

breakdown mechanism. The multi-step processes of breakdown have

therefore been presented 土n which inコeCtion process from the elect-

rode. bulk conduction and various secondary effects are taken into

consideration. For convenience. these theories are rou9bly classi-

fled into three categories; electronic impact ionization model, ion-

-土nduced 爪Odel and electro-chemical breakdown model. でhese models

are described briefly below.

【A] Electronic =mpact =onization Model

The general concept of electronic impact ionization model is as

fo11ows[24]. =t is assumed that the ionizing carriers are electrons

only. At f土rst′ electrons are lnコeCted from the cathode by tunnell-

ing emission or Schottky emission and traverse the insulator rapidly.

They can produce electron-hole pairs by impact ionization. Holes

produced may be deeply trapped to form the pos土t土ve space charge be-

cause of the relatively small mobility of holes. These trapped holes

enhance the field near the cathode. and hence the current inコeCtlon

and impact ioni2:ation. This whole sequence of events acts as

positive feedback situation with a consequent current runaway. above a

certain critical field Fr･ Two types of opposing effects against the

regenerative processes are considered. One is hole removal by drift

and the otber 土s hole-electron recombinatlon.
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o′Dwyer[25･26], and Kashat and Klein[27] considered the case in

which impact ionization is opposed by drift. The theory of the case

in wbicb the effect of impact lon土zat土on 土s opposed by recombination

was treated by DiStefano and Shatzkes[28･29･30] and by Klein and

solomon
【31】.

Here the model proposed by O′Dwyer will be mentioned more ex-

plicitly since 土t is used for the discussion of breakdown phenomena of

plasma polymeri2:ed styrene thin films in Chapter v==. He presented

calculations for the high-field conduction characteristics with plane

electrode geometry. The following assumptions are made:

i) Continuum electromagnetic theory can be applied. This means the

electron and bole densities can be considered as continuous functions

of position.

ii) The cathode emits electrons following a Fowler-Nordheim law, and

the anode blocks the emission of holes.

iii) The electrons have a much larger mobility than the holes, and are

capable of causln9 COllis土on 土onlzatlon.

iv) The st?ady state conduction characteristics are treated･

Ⅴ) The current density and elect工･土c field are functions only of

poslt土on w土tb土n the d土electric.

Ⅴ土) Recombinat土on. displacement current and diffusion of both types

of carriers are neglected.

The basic equations in one-dimensional form are glVen aS follows:

The total current density j is

コ
-

コn+jp

=

n印nF +p印pF･

Polsson's equation is
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∂E/∂Ⅹ
=

e (･p-n )/｡oEr･ (2.22)

Taking into
accuont the empirical result of collision ionization, the

continuity equations are

an/at - nan

exp(-H/F)･B(nunF),

∂p/∂t = nαn

exp(-H/F)･去(pリ,F)I

(2.23)

(2.24)

Here n and p are the electron and hole densities, and pn andリp the

respective mob土1ities′ and t is the time･ αn and H are a constant

lonizatlon coefficient and a constant field strength. respectively.

being characteristic of the dielectric material. The dielectric

between inf土n土te
plane parallel electrodes with the anode at x=O and

the cathode at x=L is assumed. Elimination of the electron and hole

densities n and p leads to the following pair of differential equat一

ions for 〕n and F･

djn/dx

dF/dx

= -

(αn/un) jn eXP (
-H/F )/F･

【j-]n (i-リp/Un)/(CoCrupF)I

～(j~jn)/(Eo㌔㌔F)･

(2.25)

(2.26)

Equations (2.25) and (2.26) correspond to eqs.(7.8) and (7.9) given

in Chapter VZ=, respectively. These equations can be numerically

solved with the following boundary conditions.

at x=o′

at x=L,

コn= コ.

]n
= AFNF2 exp (

-BFN/F)I
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which is the Fouler-Nordheim tunnelling emission current density･

Further, taking the interelectrode potential to be

v - 5:Fdx･ (2･29,

the current density for a
given VOltage can be determined･

Klein presented succession of avalanche model[32] by taking into

account the effect of fltlCtuatlons. 工n this model. most of the

avalanches produced by elect工･OnS lnコeCted into the 土nsulator are not

effective 土n causing breakdoⅥ1. Breakdown can arise only 土n the

stochastic event when a suff土clently rapid succession of avalanches

occurs at one place
in the insulator.

Forlani and Minnaja[33] assumed avalanche of electrons as the

cause of breakdown. but considered also the elect∫ons to 土n土t土ate the

process. They considered the tunnelling injection of electrons from

the cathode and the electron-accoust土c phonon scattering prOCeSS 土n

the bulk. The breakdown field could be determined by calculating

Joule′s heat which causes irreversible changes in the d土electrlc.

They derived the theoretical tb土ckness dependence of electric streng･th

FB･･ FBOくd~1/2 ;or thick sampler and FB〆d-i/4 for thin sample･

【B】 工on-induced Breakdown Process

Redley[34] presented the model of breakdown mechanism for SiO2

0

f土1ms･ Electrons 土nコeCted from a cathod土c protuberance 10 to 100 A

in diameter by Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling emission cause filamentary

Joule,s heating path due to current densities of
･the

order of 105 to

108 A/cm2.工t follows that the temperature土s raised locally by

hundreds of degrees Celsius･ The positive
ions produced move towards

>

the protrusion and enhance the field and the current inコeCtlon; this

pos土t土ve feedback effect causes current runaway above a critical

field. Althougb no explicit relations
were derived for the critical
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field, it seems that in this model electric strength decreases with

土ncreas土n9 amb土ent temperature and depends strongly on the electrode

metal.

Another purely ion-induced mechanism was proposed by Gundlach and

schnupp[35] to explain the breakdown in aluminumoxide films less than

O

100 A thick. 工n this model.土on土c transport of the anode metal to

the cathode and formation of metallic protrusions at the cathode are

postulated･ The increasing field enhancement at a protrusion acce1-

erates its growth by cations, and positive feedback effect leads to

runaway in the 9rOWtb and to local breakdown.

【C】 Electro-Chemical Breakdown process

Budenstein[36] claimed that the dielectric breakやown in solids

can not be explained by avalanche tbeor土es when the experimental re-

sults on light emission, damage morphology[37] and chemical effects,

which were observed 土n a practical breakdown test, were taken into

account. He presented a new breakdown model assuming that a com-

plete breakdown occurs only when a gaseous channel extends through

the di占Iectric from one electrode to the other. The whole break-

down sequences consist of the following five stages･

(i) Breakdown starts when critical charge density is reached. This

is a basic assumption in this model. The source of the excess charge

may be field em土sslon. co11ision 土onlzat土on.土nコeCtion electrons from

an external accelerator or electrons by ioni?ation process by laser

l土9ht.

(2) Bond disruption takes place, and the products
include exited

atoms and 土ons of several eV. and free elect∫ons.

(3) The next step is chain reaction. Free electrons produced break

other bonds, and release atoms.ions and additional electrons.

A gaseous plasma is formed, and electrons striking the wall cause
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further dissociation. and produce an additional electron.

(4) Establishment of a gaseous channel is the forth step. A gas-

eous cavity is formed after the chain reaction. High pressure inside

gas Cavity leads to cracks formation.

(5) The final stage of the model is completion of the channel.

Gaseous channels produced
in the previous steps bridge the electrodes,

and then breakdown channel is produced. Joule's heat generated
en-

1ar9eS the conduct土n9 Channel. resultln9 土n a completion of break-

down.

The main results expected from this model are as follows:

i) Lower limit for the time to breakdown is 10-ll see from

ロncertainty prlnciple･ Upper limit ls of the order of 10-9sec′

taking into accout heat conduction at the walls of the cav土ty･

ii) Electric strength in a brittle medium is lower because of easier

crack
､propagation

I

iii) The material with a high dielectric permittivity has a lower

electric strength because of larger local charge densities･
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Chapter 工工ェ Electr土cal Breakdown of Poly土mide

3-1 工ntroduction

工n 9eneral, h土g.h temperature polymers possess not only excellent

electrical properties
- high resistivityr high dielectric strength

and low lossr but also outstanding mechanical properties
- high

tensile strength and an ease of manufacturing･ Among themt polyimide

has been accepted as superior electrical insulating
materials to be

applied at very h土9h temperatures because of its excellent thermal

properties[l･2] ･ The mechanical and chemical properties of polyimide

(p=) have been invest土9ated by many authors【3-7】. Electrical土nsula-

ting materials are use･d generally in two ways: as insulation and

capacitor dielectr土c･ The d土electric properties,important in the

latter categoryr i･e･ the dielectric constant and the dissipation

factor, have been extensively studied by many authors[8･9]. on the

other handr many parts about the electrical insulaing properties re-

main unknown. which are土mportant ln the former category【8,10･11･12】.

Especiallyl there are a few reports concerning thedielectric breakdown

of p工【10･11,12】

Nagao[12] reported that the electric strength of P= above room

temperature decreased with rising temperature, and that the dielectric

breakdown mechanism of PZ in high temperature region Was considered to

be thermal breakdown due to ionic conduction･ Tb土s result
implies

that if lon土c conduct土vlty 土s decreased. the breakdown cbaracterlstlcs

at high temperatures are possibly improved.

Zt was suggested that during the course of manufacturing of P=

film, 1m土dlzatlon does not proceed to completion. and polyam土c acid土s

left as a
result[13･14] =t was also suggested that there is a

possibility of further imidization
with heating[14] sacher[15] sug-

gested that the charge Carrier is protonlc and supplied from residual
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non-reacted polamic acid. These results
indicate that the electric

strength of P= at high temperatures is improved by heat treatment.

On the basis of the results on the breakdown mechanism and of the

above suggestions, Nagao[12] investigated heat treatment effect on the

electric strength. and concluded that the heat treatment of Pェ results

土n a decrease in electrical conductivity and an increase in electric

strength at high temperatures･

工n this chapter. the dielectrlc breakdown of p工 and the effect of

heating on the electric strength of P= is summarized firstly. =n

order to elucidate further the relation between polyamlc acid in P工

and the d土electric breakdown. the effects of bydrolysis, which ln-

creases the concentration of polyamlc acid wltb a process opposite to

the imid土zat土on. and water absorption on the breakdown characteristics

are studied.

3-2 Pol 1mlde Poュ

Polyimide film (KAPTON-H Du pont) resulting from the condensation

reaction between pyromell土tic dlanbydr土de and an aromatic dlamine has

the most excellent thermal endurance among existing commercial poly-

mers【16,17･18】. The condensation reaction of P工1s sbown土n F土9.3.1

【3】
工t has outstanding mechanical properties and excellent elect-

rical properties over the temperatue range from liquid helium temp-

erature to 5000c, usable in class H (180oC) conditions. 工t does not

undergo glass transition up to 500oC and does not char up to 800oC･

This polymer has no known solvent and is also infusible. Zt has also

a high degree of radiation resistance (no changes after log r･ dosage

of gamma rays[8]).
The unique Stability of this organic polymer is

attributed to its cyclic structuret possessing
both aromatic and

beterocycl土c
r土n9S【2】.
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Fig.3.1. Condensation reaction of pyromellitic dianhydride

and an aromatic diamine.

3-3

Fig･3･3･ Test circuit for breakdown measurement.

Experimental Procedure

Measurements were made on polyimide films of thickne畠s about 26

Um･ Sample were sandwiched with the sphere-plane electrodes, as

shown in Fig.3.2., and immersed in silicone oil (KF-965, 100cs, Shin-

etsu Chemical Industry Co･ Ltd.) which was kept at a given temperature

or in liq･N2･ ℡he test circuit for the breakdown measurement土s il-

lustrated in Fig･3･3･ After the samp1.e was immersed for about 5 min.,

a linearly
rising voltage was applied to the sample until a breakdown

occurred.
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314やユPolyimide

Film【12】

The temperature dependence of electric strength FB Of as-received

26pm-thick PZ film at a rising rate of electric field of about 0.2

MV/cm･sec was measured. =n low temperature region from
-196oC

to

room temperature ( Region二) ,
FB SCarCely varied with temperature･

On the contrary′ FB decreased with temperature from room temperature

to 200oC ( Re9土on 工工). more sharply especially above about 200oC (

Region Ill ). The breakdown characteristics obtained are given

again in Table 3･1･ After discussing the breakdown mechanism on the

basis of the results, it was concluded as fo11ows[12]: zn Region I,

the electronic breakdown process ls dominant because of the small

variation of FB With temperature; and土n the ReglOnS工工and工工工′ the

thermal breakdown
process 土s considered as a possible mechanism.

Especially lt was shown that tbe 土mpulse thermal breakdown 土s dominant

in Reg10n ==Z.

3-5 Su皿ar of Effect of Heat Treatment on Breakdown Characteristics

The effects of heat treatment on variation of FB With temperature,

field risin9 rate and thickness were examlned･ Below 200oC. the

Table 3.l. Feature of breakdown characteristics of as-received polyimide.

Room Temp.

aFB/∂To IJ 0

2000c

∂FB/∂To ` 0 ∂FB/∂To ` 0

∂FB/∂d ` 0 ∂FB/∂d
= 0

∂FB/∂c"0 ∂FB/∂α 'O aFB/aα '0

FB: electric strength′ To: temperature′

α : field rising rate, and d : thickness.
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breakdown strength of PZ scarcely varied with the heat treatment,

while above 200oC it was raised with the heat treatment. The temper-

ature range above room temperature corresponds to Reg10nS == and Ill

in which the thermal breakdown is dominant･ The increase of FB

above 200oC, therefore. could be consistent with an expected lowering

of electrical conductivity due to the heat treatment.

The var土at土on of FB With time of the heat treatment at 3000c was

measured･ At the measuring temperature of 1500C, FB Was almost

independent of the time of heat treatment･ At 200 and 300oC′ FB土n-

creased with increasing･ time of the heat treatment. Especially at

3000c′ FB土ncreased sharply w止h time of heat treatment up to one day･

The electrical conductivity o of P= as a function of time obtain-

ed by applying a step voltage of 1200V to a 26 tlm thick sample was

also observed. The electrical conductivity o at measuring tempera-

ture of 1500c changed only slightly with the heat treatment in air at

3000c for 7 days. but was appreciably reduced at measuring temperature

of 200oC with the heat treatment. From these results, Nagao con-

cluded that the elevation of FB W土th the heat treatment can be qual土t-

atively understood by the lowering of cr I being consistent with the

thermal breakdown.

3-6 Effect of Hydrolyt土c ℡reatment on Breakdown Characteristics

The electrical conduction of P= at high temperatures is consider-

ed to be土on土c【19′20･21】.工t ls also suggested that mobile ions are

likely supplied from residual polyamlc ac土d【19】. Further.土t is in-

dicated that the residual polyamlc acid can be reduced with beating･

through imidization
process[14]. with respect to this suggestion,

1nfra-red
spectrum of P工 film was measured in order to elucidate con-

version of polyamic acid with the heat treatment･ No direct evidence

for further imidization, however, could be obtained with infra-red
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spectroscopy, as the concentration of polyamic acid might be very

small. Therefore, the effect of hydrolysis, which increases the

concentration of polyamic acid through a reverse process against imid-

i2:ation, was studied.

Hydrolytic reaction of P= is shown in Fig･3･4[22]. The

hydrolytic treatment was done at room temperature by the following

process= as-received Pt film was immersed in about 2N KOH solution for

12 or 18 br., resulting in ring-opening of 土m土de bond with consequent

generation of potassium salt of polyamic acid. After drying in

vacuum for a given Period, the sample was immersed in about lN HCI

solution for 6 h工.. Which resulted 土n replacement of X by H. and wash-

ed by water to remove the adhering HClr and followed by drying in

vacuum for 2 weeks.

Breakdown measurements on hydrolyzed samples were made･ The

variation of FB Of 18 br･ hydrolyzed p工followed by dryln9土n vacuum

for about 2 weeks w土tb time of the heat treatment 土n silicone oil kept

at 2000c is shown in Fig･3･5･ 工t can be seen that FB decreases with

hydrolyt土c treatment, 1eadin9 tO a lower value than that of an as-

-received sample･ Howeverl it increases with increasing immersion

time in s土1土cone oil. which corresponds to heat treatment time at 200

oC, and approaches gradually the value for as-received one.

Figure 3.6 shows infra-red spectrum of as-received (a), 18 hr.

hydrolyzed sample followed by beat treatment ln silicone oil at 200oC

for 5 mュn. (c) and 30 mュn. (a). respectively. Base line of each

lnfra-red spectrum ls shifted for convenience of comparison. Here,

-1
an attention 土s focussed on 土mide bands at 1780. 1360, and 720 cm

,

especially the one at 720 cm-1 wh土ch土s not disturbed by other absorpt

ion bands and ls the clearest. 工t can be considered that imide bonds

in polyimlde undergo hydrolytic sc土sslon′ resulting 土n production of

polyamic acid･ Thent it turns to the orlglnal polyimide through
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Fig.3.6. Effect of heat treatment in silicone oil (200oC) on IR

spectrum of 18 hr hydrolyzed PI.

re-imid土zat土on process with heat treatment ln silicone oil kept at

2000c.

Next, the temperature dependence ofFB for P= samples hydrolyzed

for 12 hr･ with KOH is shown in Fig･3･7･ =mmersion time in silicone

oil at each temperature was 5 min･･ =n this figure un filled and

filled triangles represent electric strength for the sample dried in

vacuum for 24 and 48 hr･, respect土velyl after the hydrolyt土c treatment･

The electric strength FB for as-received film ( un filled circle ) is

also shown to make a direct comparlson･ 工t土s seen that FB for the

sample followed by 24 hr･ drying in vacuumis lower than that for as-

receiv占d one below 200oC･ But above 200oC. it closely agrees with

that for the as-received one and decreases with lncreas土n9 temperature･

seeing carefully below 200oC, FB for the hydrolyzed sample decreases

with increasing temperature between room temperature and 1000cr but it

increases with temperature between 100 and 2000c.
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Fig･3･7･ Temperature dependence of electric strength of hydrolyzed PI･

un filled circle represents FB Of as-received film, and un filled and filled

triangle represent FB Of 12 hr hydrolyzed film followed by drying in

vacuum for 24 hr and 48 hr, respectively･

The variation of infra-red spectrum intensity of imide bonds,

with hydrolyric treatment and succeeding heat treatment at various

temperatures before breakdown test, was investigated. Firstly, as an

internal standard′ the absorption at 1600 cm-1 of C=C bond ln benzene

ring was taken, which is considered to scarcely change with the hydro-

1土tic treatment. secondly. the relative value of the absorption

intensity of each imide bond was calculated by the base line method.

Non-breakdown part
in the sample after the breakdown test was used for

the measurement of 土nfra-red (工R) spectrum. 工t was d土ff土cult, as can

be seen from the shape of 工R spectrum in Fig.3.6. to obtain the ab-

sorption土ntens土ty at 1780 cm-1 because of the sample thlckness･

Therefore, the results for the absorption band at 1360 and 720 cm
-1

only are given in Table 3.2. The figures in the table show the re-

1at土ve values with absorptlon 土ntensity of lmlde bonds for as-received

-1
sample taken as loo宅, withcompensation by the absorption at 1600 cm ･
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Table 3･2･ IR spectrum intensity ( % ) of imide bands of hydrolyzed

PI after heat treatment in silicone oil foy･ about 5 min..

wave n血ber (cm-1) 1360 720

as-received 100 (%) 100 (%)

hydrolyzed

beat treatment temperature

To = 25oC

50

100

150

200

300

89

89

89

92

96

103

74

63

74

81

77

103

The data in the table suggest that imide bonds in p= film reduce

firstly with the hydrolytic treatment. and the degree of re-imldlzat一

ion is nearly constant with temperature below lOOoC･ Re-imidlzat土on

process starts above lOOoC, but is not complete durin9 5 m土n. of heat

treatment. Further beat treatment at 300oC would cause complete

土mldizat土on1 1eadin9 tO a COnVerSion of the bydrolyzed P工 film to the

as-received one. An increase in 土m土de bonds is considered to be 土n-

versely related to an increase in polyam土c acid and vice versa･ By

comparing the above result with that 土n Fig.3.7. it is 土mplied. there-

fore, that an increase in polyamic acid contributes to the lowering of

FB･

=t was observed that absorbed water also results in lowering of

FB･ This can be seen from results in Fig･3･7 where filled triangle

represents FB for the sample dried in vacuum for 48 hr･ after the

hydrolytic treatment for 12 hr･･ This value is higher than that for

the sample dried in vacuum for 24 hr. after the bydrolytic treatment,

which is represented by un filled triangle. This indicates that the

treatment for the hydrolysis includes the water absorption process･
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Therefore, the influence of water absorption on FB for PZ film was

examined in order to seperate the contribution of the generation of

polyamic acids and the coムtribution of water absorption to the lower-

ing of FB･ This result is given in the next section･

3-7 Effect of Water Absor tion on Breakdown Characteristics

Breakdown measurements were made with the samples immersed in

distilled bolin9 Water at lOOoC for 5 days followed by dryln9 in air

for a day or土n vacuum for 14 days･ FB measured at lOOoC for the

sample obtained after the above procedure is shown in Fig.3.8. This

figure also
,shows

the result with the hydrolytic treatment which will

be described later and the result of the as-received sample dried ln

vacuum for 4 days. The reasonwhy the measuring temperature for

breakdown test was selected to be lOOoC is to overcome re-im土dization

before voltage application as far as possible. 工t can be seen that

′一ヽ

∈
0
iiZ5

旨
ヽ_J′

聖1
臥

4

5 手 書

与
cL = 0.2 MV/cm.see

Fうg･3･8･ Effects of absorbed water on FB Of Pl･ F川ed square represents

FB Of non-treatment sample with drying in vacuum for 96 hr･ un filled and

filled circle : aquous treatment in boiling water for 5 days followed by

drying in air (24 hr) and in vacuum ( 14 days ), respectively･ Un filled

and filled triangle represent FB Of 12 hr hydrolyzed sample followed by

drying in vacuum for 24 hr and about 3 weeks) respectively･
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the electric strength FB is lowered with the aqueous treatment at loo

oC. as indicated by unfilled circle. But lt is also almost recovered

to the value for the as-received sample provided the water content is

fully removed from the sample by drying it in vacuum. The lowering

of FB Is considered to be caused by a decrease in d土ssoclation energy

of ion due to water absorption. leading to an increase in mobile ions.

However, further investigations are necessary to verify this consider-

ation.

Next, the influence of water absorption during hydrolytic treat-

meれt on the electric strength for the hydrolyzed f土1m 土s described.

un filled and filled triangles in Fig･3･8 represent FB for･ the samples

dried in vacuum for 1 day and 3 weeks, respectively, after the

hydrolytic treatment for 12 br‥ でhe period of vacuum drylng for the

latter was made longer by a week than that for the case of filled

circle･ The electric strength FB for the hydrolyzed sample followed

by sufficient vacuum drying is still considerably lower than that for

the as-received one. This difference may be concerned with the con-

tribution of the hydrolysls of polylm土de to the lowering of FB･ 地us′

it is confirmed that the presence of polyam土c acid which is the

residual non-reacted material affects the breakdown characteristics of

p工 fllm.

3-8 Conclusion

工t was reported that the dielectrlc breakdown mechanism of poly-

土mide in high temperature reg･10n Was considered to be thermal breakdown.

and an increase in the electric strength was attained with heat treat-

ment. No direct evidence for further imidization, however, could be

obtained with infra-red
spectroscopy.

工n this chapter●′ therefore, the effect of bydrolys土s, whlcb in-

creases the concentration of polyam土c acid with a process opposite to
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the imidizationt was studied･ The treatment for the hydrolysis in-

cludes the water absorption process. 工n addition, a re-imidization

process starts above 100OC. Therefore, it may be included in the

breakdown measurement procedure for h19h temperatrues. After the

influence of these processes was examined. it was lndlcated that a

presence of polyam土c acid affects the breakdown cbaracterist土cs.

Thus, the further imidization is possibly one of the factors which

contribute to the improvement of the high temperature electric streng-

th with the heat treatment･ However,土t 土s required in a practical

appl土cat土on to examine a variation of chemical and mechanical pro-

perties with the heat treatment and to establish the best cond土tlon of

the treatment.
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Chapter 工V Electrical Breakdown of Poly(vinvlldene-fluoride)

4-1 工ntroduction

Poly(vinyl土dene-fluoride) (PVDF) is expected to have many intere-

sting practical appl土catlons, owing to土ts p土ezoelectrlc【1･2】 and

pyroelectric[3･4･5] properties. Recently, PVDF was also proposed as

a dielectric material for high energy density
capacitors[6]

because of

its high dielectric constant as compared with the other polymeric

materials.

The dielectric properties[7] , piezoelectricity[l･2] , and pyro-

electric土ty【3′4′5】 have been extensively studied by many authors･

However, much remains unknown about the electrical
insulating pro-

pert土es which are necessary for 土ts application as an insulator.

Especially. the dielectric breakdoⅥ1 0f PVDF has not been understood

sufficiently.

工n this chapter. the dielectric breakdown of PVDF is studied

over the temperature range from room temperature to 150oC･ The break-

down mechanism is d土scussed 土n detail土n the high temperature re910n

above 500C. 工n addition. the theoretical impulse thermal breakdown

streng.th ls calculated, assum土n9 土on土c conduction. An estimation of

the conduction parameters 土s made by fitting the calculated theoretic-

al values of breakdown strength to the experimental characteristics.

Next, the influence of ionic conduction parameters on the elect-

ric strength of PVDF at high temperatrues is investigated including

Poole-Frenkel effect in dissociation process of ionic charge.

Lastly, the relation between its crystalline phase and the breakdown

character土stics 土s discussed.

4-2 Experimental Details

PVDF is a polar and highly crystallized polymerr with chemical
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structure of ( -CH2-CF2-)n･ =t has two representative stable

crystalline phases; α-phase and β-phase[8]. The β-phase is mainly

obtained by uniaxial stretcbin9, andelectrets manufactured from the

film involving B-phase show strong piezoelectricity[9] The B-phase

has a planer zigzag type conformation with large dipole moment of CF

perpendicular to the main chain. 工ts lattice constants are reported

O O O

to be as follows: a=8.58 A. b-4.91 A. and c=2.56 A. On the other

hand, the α-phase with hel土cal conformat土on 土s non-polar. since dl-

poles are cancelled out in a unit cell, and its lattice constants are

O 0 O

such that aニ4.96 A. b=9.64 A, and c=4.62 A.

Specimen for breakdown measurements ls a biaxlally stretched PVDF

film (KF polymer, Kureha Chemical Industry Co. Ltd. ) of 12 to 25リm

in thickness, whose crystalllnity 土s about 50亀･ Samples sandw土ched

with sphere-plain electrodes were immersed in silicone oil (KF-965,

100 cs, Shin-etsu Chemical Industry Co. Ltd. ) which is kept at a

given temperature To between room temperatrue and 150oC･ After the

sample was immersed for about 5 min., a linearly rising voltage was

applied to the sample at various rates from 100 V/see to 1 kV/see

until a breakdown occurred.

4-3 Fundamental Breakdown Character土st土cs

The temperatrue dependence of the electric strength FB Of 12リm

thick PVDF film at field rising rate of about 0.2朗Ⅴ/cm･SeC is shown

in Fig.4.i. Each point an corresponding
bars represent an average of

about 14 tests and standard deviation. respectively. As can be seen

in Fig･4･1･ FB at room temperature is more than 8 MV/cm, but falls

rapidly with increasing temperature To above 50oC･

Figure 4･2 shows relation between the electric strength and the

rate of rise of theappliedelectric field in a 12 tim thick film at

various temperatures･ At room temperature′ FB is almost independent
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of the field rising rate within the experimental limit, but increases

with the field risin9 rate above 50oC.

The thickness dependence of FB at field rising rate of about O･2

HV/cm･SeC at Various temperatures was measured using 12 and 25リm

thick films. The results are shown in Fig.4.3. At room temperature,

FB decreases with increasing sample thickness･ zn contrast, above

50oC- FB土s almost土ndependent of the thlckness･

4-4 Discusslon

4-4-1 Breakdown mechanism

The breakdown characteristics obtained -above are summarized in

Table 4･1･ Accordin9 tO the temperature dependence of FB′ the temp-

erature range can be divided into two regions,
I (room temperature to

50oC ) and工工(50 to 1500C )･ 山ttle var土at土on of FB With tempera-

ture in Region I (aFB/aTo望0 ) indicates that the breakdown is

9
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Fig･4･3･ Thickness dependence of electric strength･
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Table 4.1. Breakdown characteristics of PVDF.

Reg10n = Reg10n ==

150oC

aFB/∂To空O aFB/aTo < 0

)FB/aa 巴0 )FB/acL > 0

∂FB/∂d くO aFB/ad 巴0

possibly due to an electronic process[10] ,
but further details will

not be discussed here, as attention is focussed on high temperature

region. There are three possible mechanisms to explain the decrease

in FB With increasing temperature in Region ==; the thermal breakdown,

the electromecbanical breakdown. and the electronic breakdown 土n

amorphous materials presented by Fr8hlich[10]. Thermal breakdown can

be considered as a probable mechanism in Re910n 工ェ from the following

considerations. From the electromechanical def∝mation model【11】.

the theoretical value of electric strength is estimated as 15 to 30

抑Ⅴ/cm for the mechanical instability taking young's modulus to be O･8

to i.9 x 10-9 N/m2 and the dielectric constant as 9.4 to 13.8 in the

temperature range from 20 to 100oC ( H.Kakutani, private communication) ･

These estimated values are about three times as large as the experi-

mental value声 Of 8.6 to 6.2打Ⅴ/cm. Fr8hlich's amorphous theory also

cannot explain the observed dependence of FB On the rising rate of

applied electric field in Reg10n ==, a岳 shown in Fig.4.2, because each

stress duration is much longer than 10-7 - 10-8 see which is accepted

as the upper limit of the time lag to breakdown in Fr6hlich,s theory[12]

The themal breakdown is treated according to the equation

Cv (aT/at) - div(K grad T) = j F･
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where C is the specific heat at constant volume, t the time, K: the
V

thermal conductivity, j the conduction current density and T the

temperature during the breakdown process･ The initial or ambient

temperature is dislgnated To to avoid confusion･ Since the heat

conduction term can be neglected. eq. (4.1) becomes

Cv(dT/dt)
=

j F･ (4.2)

for the impulse thermal breakdown. Therefore, the impulse thermal

critical field strength is obviously independent of the sample thick-

ness･ The present experimental results
in Reg10n == are consistent

with this expectation【13】.

4-4-2 Est土mat土on of 工on土c Conduction parameters from Breakdown

Characteristics

i) Case =: Neglecting poole-Frenkel Effect

The electrical conduction is assumed to be ionic in nature be-

cause of the high temperature･ The ionic current density j Can be

expressed as

j
= 2 q ni Vo(2入.) exp(-u/kT) sinh(q入iF/kT)I1

(4.3)

where q is the ionic charge, ni the density of ions, 2l･ the ionic
l

つump dlstance′ k the Boltzmann constant′ Vo the vibration frequency of

ions′ and ロ the potential barrier.

Ne91ect土ng the influence of the electric f土eldl the density of

ions is 91Ven by

n.

1
A. N.i/2 exp (

-w/2kT
),

1 1

(4.4)

where A土1s a constant′ N土1s the density of source of thermally dis-

sociated 土ons and W is the dissoc土atlon energy. Equation (4･3)
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therefore becomes as follows王

j
-

コo eXp (-¢/kT) sinh (q入iF/kT)･ (4.5)

whereコo= 2
qAiNil/2vo

(2入･) andO
≡ U+W/2･ When theelectric

l

field rises linearly with timer i.e. F
-

αtr where α is the rising

rate of the applied electric field. eq. (4.2) can be transformed to

dT/dF
=

j F/CvcL･ (4.6)

For PVDF･ Cv is 2･43Ⅹ106 J/R･m3[14】･ Equation (4･6) can be solved

for constant α numerically by usln9 eq. (4.5).土f the ionic conduction

parameters jo･ O and 21i are
given･ The temperature and current

density of the specimen as a function of the electic field were com-

puted by the Runge-Kutta-Gill method[15].

A typlCal example of numerically calculated values of T and j for

O

different values of jo is shown in Fig･4･4 when O =0･85 eV and 2l.=9 A･
1

As can be seen from the figure, initially the temperature of the

specimen rises slowly with the electric field, and then very steeply･

This sudden rise of specimen temperature strongly depends on ¢.

For a large value of 4), therefore, the electric strength can be well

determined without def土n土n9 exactly the critical temperature required

fb∫ breakdown. 工n this numerical calculation. the critical tempera-

ture T required for breakdown was taken as 1800c, the melting point
m

for PVDF, for convenience. and the electric field at which the specl-

men temperature reaches T was regarded as the theoretical electric
m

strength.

The conduction parameters are evaluated by fitting the theoreti-

cal results to the experimental ones. The theoretical relation be-

tween F白チnd α at 1000C was calculated for different values of 2入i･

keeping ¢ constant and varying jo SO that FB ( α ≡ 0･2 MV/cm･sec at
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Fig.4.4. Examples of numerically calculated values of T and j for

different values of jo･

100oC ) obtained by the calculation coincides with that obtained ex-

perimentally for each value of 2入i･ ThisJ Calculation was carried out

王or some different values of ¢. Fi9ure 4.5 sbows one typlCal example

of the results for ¢ = 0.9
eV. which gives the best fit to the break-

down data. The experimental results are indicated by filled circles

in Fig･4･5･ The dependence of FB On the initial temperature of the

sample To was calculated for different values of ¢･ keeping 2入･ con-
1

stant and varying ]o aS a Parameter in the same way as mentioned above･

O

Figure 4.6 shows the results when 2l. = 9 A. =t can be seen from
l

Figs.4.5 and 4.6 that the best fit of the experimental plot to the

O

theoretical curve土s attained when 2入i ≡ 9 A･ ¢
≡ 0･9 eV, and jo

≡
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1.2 Ⅹ 107 A/m2.

The conduction current measurements were made by applying a step

voltage･
Howeverr the current decayed over a long period and showed

a considerable spread of results from sample to sample･ Due to these

uncertainties･ the estimation of the parameters jo･ Oand 2l･ from the
l

conduction data on polymers usually presents various practical diト

ficulties･ Theoretica11y･ 21i Can be obtained from the j-F curve by

using eq･(4･5)∫ and jo can be evaluated from an extrapolatlon of the

ln j-i/T curve･ knowing 21i･ However･ the calculated value of jo

varies by many orders of magnitude with a small change in slope of the

ln j-i/T curve, from which O can be obtained. Therefore, the ionic

conduction parameters estimated from the breakdown data will be com-

pared with the experimental conduction data in the magnitude of the

current density at a glVen temperature and electric field･ The the-

oretical current density at 100oC and i MV/cm was calculated to be

l･7 x 10-5 A/m2 from the values quoted above for 2^i･.I and jo･ On

the
,other

hand, the measured current density at 1000c and i MV/cm was

about 2 x 10-4 A/m2 10 min. after a step voltage was applied･ This

time of 10 m土n･ exceeds any of the times to breakdown･ Nevertheless'

the calculated value 土s lower by an order of magnitude than the measur-

ed value･ This ls probably due to a residual absorption current

which may mask the ionic conduction current at low fields･ The field

dependence of the fomer current component 土s smaller than that of the

latter. Thus. ionic conduction current must predominate over such a

weak field-dependent component 土n the breakdown field reglOn･

ii) Case ==: =ncluding poole-Frenkel Effect

=n the previous treatment. the effect of the electric field upon

the density of ions was not considered･ Eereafter, the case of 土n-

cluding poole-Frenkel effect ln a dissoclatlon process of 土onic
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charges Will be discussed. でhe density of the thermally dlssoclated

ions at thermal equilibrium is given in place of eq･(4･4) by the

following equation:

n

1/2
A土N土 eXp (-

w- BpF Fl/2

2kで

(4.7)

where βpF - (
q3/¶ co ∈r )1/2･ Eo is the perm-土vity of the free

space′ Er the relative perm土ttiv土ty of the material′ and q is assumed

to correspond to a monovalent 土on. The current density then ls writ-

ten 土n the form

j =
jo eXP [-

¢ -

(βpF/2) Fl/2

k T

] sinh (qFli/kT)･ (4･8)

Using eq.(4.8), eq.(4.6) is solved numerically in almost the same way

as ment土oned 土n the previous subsection.

Zn general( the high frequency limiting value of the relative

permittivity is used for er appearing in the expression for BpF･

However, if the dissociation is accompanied with hopping over a large

number of potential barriers, the influence of orientation polariza-

tion of dipoles can not be ignored. Therefore, different values of

∈ which contain different type of d土pole polarlzat土ons were cons土d-
r

ered for the calculation･ At low temperature′Er Of PVDF was about

3.0 at 1 kHz, Above
-25oC, which is identified with the glass tram-

slt土on temperature. its value 土s about 10. since the contribution of

the orientation polarization of dipoles in the amorphous region is

added. Above 80oC. the contrlbut土on from the crystalline reglOn ls

also
lncluded′ 1ead土n9 tO further increase of Er tO about 14･ Us土n9

the values of βpF ≡ 2･03 Ⅹ 10-5･ 2･40 Ⅹ 10-5 and 4･38 Ⅹ 10-5′evml/2/

vl/2 wb土cb correspond to 14･ 10･ and 3 fo=r, respectively, the

numerical calculation was carried out.

F土9ureS 4･7 and 4･8 show typlCal examples of the theoretical
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relation between FB and α′ and the temperature dependence of FB for

Er - 14′ respect土vely･ By f土ttlng the calculated values to the ex-

perimental ones indicated by filled c土rclesl the parameters were

estimatedas follows: 2入･ - 4A, ¢ - 0･9 eV, and jo= 6･5Ⅹ 105A/m2･

0

1

Almost the same values o王the parameters 2入i′ ¢･ and jo were obtained

for Er ≡ 14 and lO･ However･ when
Er ≡ 3, the est土matlon

led to the

O

result that 2l. < i A, which would be unreasonable physically from a

l

view of the solid structure. Therefore, it is not allowed to use the

value of βpF evaluated from Er = 3･工t seems appropriate･ therefore･

that the value of 亡 土nvolvln9 the contribution pf dlpole polarization
r

for the purpose of the evaluation of βpF Should be selected･

ThenJ Wbetber relaxation of d土pole orientation can occur wlth土n

the time during. which ions are dissociated or not were examined.

When the poole-Frenkel effect is consldered′ the distance from a

neutral state of ion to a maximum potential barrier, rmax, is given by

rmax
-

【q/(如∈o∈rF) 】1/2, (4･9)

which varies with the applied electric field【16】 For the case when

Er = 14′ the values of rmax for different values of F are glVen
in

Table 4･2･ At high fields near the breakdown field, rmax is the

same order of magnitude as previous estimated value of 2l･･
1

Nextl the vibrating frequency of ions v･ can be expressed in
l

terms of the theory of rate process【17】 as follows:

V.
1

★

(kT/h) exp ( -AF /kT ), (4.10)

where

★ ★ ★

△F = △H - T △S
,

★

(4.ll)

★

h is Planckrs constantt AF the free
･energy of the activationt

AH the

★

activation enthalpy′ and △S the actlvation entropy･ v土1s also
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Tab一e 4･2･ Va一ues of rmax･

F ( MV/cm ) 0.O1 0.1 1 6

O

rmax (A) 101 32 10 4･1

★

Table 4･3･ Relation between AS and vi･

(Er=14)

As (ca1/mo1･K) O 10.3 19.5 60 300

vi (i/see) 5･42 103 105 7.54Ⅹ1013 2.81Ⅹ10

U=0･9eV, To=373K

connected to eq. (4.3) by the relationship

V.
1

vo exp (
-U/kT

)･ (4.12)

Comparing eqs･ (4･10), (4.ll) and (4.12), the following relations
are

obtained :

vo
★

( kT/h ) exp ( As /k ),

★

△H .

(4.13)

Since ¢ generally contains w, the value of U.1s unknown. but provided

中= u, it may give a minimumestimation to the term of exp (-U/kT).

★

Table 4･3
shows the relation between △s and Vi, for U = 0･9 eV and

To
= 373 K･ Now, as a rough approximation, ions are assumed to reach

the top of potential barrier for d土ssoc土at土on after they hop many

times over potential mountains′ which are 2入1 apart from each other･

Therefore. the time taken for 土ons to be d土ssociated 土s obviously

rmax/21iVi･ and is required to be longer than at least the relaxation

time of dipole orientat土on･ 工n the v土c土n土ty of the breakdown fieldl

the jump distance becomes
almost eqaul to rmax, meaning that the
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number of hopping Of ion requied for dissociation is less than one

time, so that it is difficult to apply the above consideration. The

concept mentioned above. however/ may be applied at a little lower

fields than the breakdown field.

Relaxat土on time of dlpole orlentat土on decreases wlth土ncreas土ng

temperature･ suppose the relaxation time of the order of m土111-

second correspondln9 tO the value at the frequency of 1 kHz. as an

est土mat土on of the l土mitlng value in the longest time re910n･ 工n

this case′ 1n order that the time required for dlssoclation ( rmax/
★

2入iVi ) is larger than that for dipole orientation･ △S must be lO･3

ca1/mo1･K as shown in Table 4.3. =t is quite difficult at present

★

to understand the physical meaning of this value of △S ･ For in-

★

stance, the value of △s for the dipole relaxation of ice has been

reported to be 17.6
ca1/mo1･K, with which the above estimated value of

*

As
appears to be comparable･

As shown aboやe, the estimated values of jump distance are 4 and

O

9 A for the two cases with and without Poole-Frenkel effect. respec-

tively, by taking er in the range 10 to 14･ An explicit decision as

O

to which is appropriate as the コump distance. 4 or 9 A. cannot be made.

even tboug.h these values are compared with the lattice constants for

PVDF･ By using the estimated conduction parameters including Poole-

-Frenkel effect. the current density at 100oc and i MV/cm was calcula-

ted as 7.1 Ⅹ 10-6 A/m2, which
ls smaller than that without poole-

-Frenkel effect. and also lower by about two orders than the exper土-

mental result. For the case which includes poole-Frenkel effect.土t

is not certain whether the dielectric breakdown proceeds keeping an

equilibrium of dissociation according to eq. (4.7), in
addition to the

problem at high fields near the breakdown field mentioned earlier･

From the above conslderatlon. the 土nfluence of the electric field on

the thermal dissociation in a real breakdown process cannot be
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expressed 土n such a simple form as eq.(4.7). Thus′ at present.
1t

seems to be very difficult to conclude which analysis, including or

neglecting poole-Frenkel effect, is valid, so in the following sub-

section the discussion placing the two cases in parallel will be pro-

ceeded.

4-4-3 =nfluence of =onic Conduction parameters on Electric Strength

工mpulse thermal breakdown was found to be the dominant mechanism

of dielectric breakdown of PVDF at high temperatures as discussed in

subsection 4-4-1. On the basis of this result. the condcutlon para-

meters were estimated by comparing the theoretical characteristics of

the dielectric breakdown with the experimental ones. 工n this sub-

sectiont the influence of these parameters on the electric strength is

examined.

Flrstly. consider the case in which the density of 土ons 土s in-

dependent of the electric field･ The parameter ]o
is separated into

two components. 1.e. the density of ions and the コump distance･

Substituting eq. (4.5) into eq. (4.6) , the following equation
is ob-

ta土ned.

dT/dF
= ( Jl/Cv ) 21ieXP (

-0/kT
) sinh(qliF/kT),

(4･14)

where Jl- jo/2入iα = 2
qAiNil/2vo/α･

FB Was numerically calculated from the above equation
by varying One

of three parameters ¢･ 2入i･ and Jl at a time and using the fixed

values;中=
0･9eV, 2入･ =9A ∫ andJl=6･7Ⅹ108A･sec/V･m2

(α=
0

1

0.2 MV/cm･sec ) , which were
,obtained

in the previous subsection･

Figure 4･9 shows the variation of FB With the ionic conduction

parametersl neglecting poole-Frenkel effect at 373 K･ The parameter

varied is shown ln bracket along with each curve･ F土11ed circle
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Fig･4･9･ Variation of electric strength with the ionic conduction

parameters Jl, 2入i and ¢ without･ Poole-Frenkel effect･ Un filled

circle represents the experimental value of FB･

1nd土cates the experimental value of FB･ 工t ls seen that FB at hi9b

temperatures is expected to be土mproved provided Jl and 2入･ can be re-
1

duced
and中can

be raised･ Table 4･4 shows the changes △¢･ △2入i and

AJl required ln ionic conduction parameters for土ncreasin9 FB by 1

MV/cm at 323 and 373 K .

Next, the calculated results after taking into account Poole-

-Frenkel effect are given in Table 4･5･ where βpF - 2･03 Ⅹ 10-5

ev･ml/2/vl/2, ¢ ≡ o･9 eV, 2入･ ≡ 4A･
andJl

≡ 8･1 Ⅹ 107 A･sec/V･m2

0

1

which have been already obtained by fitting the theoretical values to

the experiments. The same result is obtained for both cases that

Poole-Frenkel effect 土s taken 土nto consideration or not. as shoⅥュin
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Table 4･4･ The changes △¢, △2入･ and △Jl in ionic conduction parameters
l

required for increasing FB by l MV/cm without Poole-Frenkel effect･

叫 △2入1 (Jl+△Jl)/Jl

0

323 K 0.05 eV -i
A 0.15

0

373 K 0.05 eV -i.5
A 0.15

Table 4･5･ The changes △¢, △2入i and △Jl in ionic conduction parameters

required for increasing FB by l MV/cm with Poole-Frenkel effect･

△¢ △2入1 (Jl+△Jl)/Jl

0

323 K 0.05 eV -i
A 0.15

0

373 K 0.05 eV -i.2
A 0.15

(∈r- 14)

Tables 4.4 and 4.5. Zt is found that the density of supplying source

of thermal dissociated lons 土s required
to be decreased by about two

orders of magnitude for improving FB by i MV/cm･ since Jl is propor-

tional to N.1/2 with constant α, as shown in eq.(4.14)･ It ls also
l

found that an equ土valent土ncrease土n FB土s obtained for either de-

O

creasing
2入1 by 1 to 1･5 A or lncreas土ng ¢ by O･05 eV･

=t is generally suggested that removal of impurities and stabili-

zation of material conta土n土ng thermal dissociated ions are the power-

ful means for a reduction of the density of ionsI Which would result

in the improvement of FB in high temperature reg10n･ However, be-

sides these ways. the change Of the solid structure, which would lead

to a change in 2入. and 4,, is expected to give a great contribution
to

l

the improvement of FB for PVDF at high temperatures･ =n order to

realize such improvementt it is strongly required that the micro-

scopic physical meaning of the parameters
2入･ and ¢. which are closely

l

related to the solid structure, should be elucidated･
The relation
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between solid structure and breakdown cha工･aCter土st土cs of PVDF 土s

discussed in the next subsection.

4-4-4 Solid Structure and Breakdown Characteristics

As has been mentioned, PVDF has two different types of crystal-

line phases,
i.e. cc-phase and β-phase. =t has also been suggested

that the breakdown character土stlcs are expected to be altered by any

change in the conduction parameters connected with solid structure,

provided the thermal breakdown due to土on土c conduction ls operat土ve･

工n this subsection. the relation between the solid structure and

breakdown characteristics for pⅥ〕F with different types of crystal-

line structure is discussed.

Specimen With almost same degree of crystallinity but different

ratio of α-phase and β-phase were used for breakdown measurements･

Physical properties of these specimen are given in Table 4.6 along

with those of a biaxially stretched film. The ratio of the two types

of crystalline phaseswasdec土ded from Dα/Dβ wblch is the ratio of the

absorption at 530 cm-1 at which the speclf土c peak f- α-phase ln the

low frequency region aPPearSt tO that at 510 cm-i which
is the speci-

fic peak for β-phase ( D is the magnitude of absorption ). Measure-

ments for breakdown were made 土n the same manner as in Sect土on 4-1.

Table 4･6･ Physical parameters of the specimen･

sample type 土nfra-red obsorp亡ion ratio.㌔/Dβ
thickness

unstretched

biaxlally stI.etched

unlaxially stretched
A

uniaxiallyL Stretched
B
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The temperature dependence of the electric strength for various

types of films listed in Table 4･6 was investigated Pat a field rising

rate of 0.2 MV/cm･sec in the temperature range, room temperature to

150oC. The re.suit is shown in Fig.4.10. =n Section 4-2, it was

shown that FB for biaxially stretched film above 500C was independent

of the sample thickness between 25 and 50リm. Sample thickness for

various PVDF films investigated here was not equal to each other as

shown in Table 4･6･ Nevertheless, if the assumption is made that FB

土s independent of the sample thickness in all cases.土t 土s 土nferred

from Fig･4･10 that as the ratio of α-phase increases′ FB is lowered,

except for an uniaxially stretched film B ln the temperature rang■e

above lOOoC･ FB for the uniaxially stretched film steeply decreases

above 100oCI Which coluld be possibly due to larger residual internal

strain compared to the other films as this film was made by low ten-

perature stretching.

Next, FB for various types of films was obtained at 1000c by

varying α from 0.03 to 0.8 NV/cm･sec. The typical result for un-

stretched film 土s shown with filled circles ln F土9.4.ll. 工t was

found that in each type of film, FB increases
with

increasing α･

From the above results as well as the negative temperature dependence

of FB′ the thermal breakdown土s considered to be dominant for both

uniaxlally st工･etChed and unstretched films above room temperature by

following the same arguments as for the biaxially stretched film･

Therefore. assuming possible breakdown mechanism to be the impulse

thermal breakdownl the same analysis as the blaxlally stretched film

was made with using the numerical calculation. The typical results

for unstretched film are shown in Fig･4･11 and 4･12･ The ionic con-

duction parameters were obtained by fitting the theoretical curves to

the experimental data･ These estimated parameters.are summarized
in

Table 4･7･ =t is found that bothl the jump distance and the
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Fig･4･ll･ Examples of calculated values of FB aS a function of -ith

a parameter of 21i for unstretched film･
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Tab一e 4.7. Fittl'ng ionic conduction parameters･

unstre亡ched biaxially unlaxially unlaxially

stre亡cbed stretched
A

stre亡cbed
B

ump dls亡ance(A) 1.2 9 9 6

ac亡ivation energy(ev) 1.1 0.9 0.9
0.9 (100oC -- )

望fヲニラ至pヲT号竺ラミa19.3xlO9 1.2Ⅹ107 1.8xlO6
_2･_5三19factor (A/m2)

フ●JX⊥U ⊥･`X⊥U ⊥･eiX⊥U
-3.-1x-{07~~

activation energy, increase with apparent increase in the ratio of

α-phase･ =t is concludedl therefore. that the change
in the crystal-

line structure for PVDF would be associated with the change in the
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土on土c conduction parameters as estimated from the breakdown data･

Howeverr at presentr the physical meaning of these results is still

not well understood. so that further investigation must be attempted･

4-5 Conclusion

The electric strength of PVDF above 500C was found to decrease

with
increasing temperature and to depend on the rising rate of ap-

plied field but not on the sample th土ckness･ From these results′ the

impulse thermal breakdown process･was considered to be operat土ve土n the

temperature region investigated･ Assuning ionic type of conduction,

the electric strength was calculated nunerica11y･ The values of 21i,

¢･ and jo were est土matedtobe 9 A･ 0･9 eV, and l･2 Ⅹ 107 A/m2･ re-

O

spectivelyr by fitting the theoretical values to the experimental

electric strengths.

The discussion was extended to include Poole-Frenkel effect
in

a dissociation process of ionic charge･ For er = 10 to 14, the esti-

matedparameterswere
2入･ ≡ 4 A･ ¢ - 0･9 eV･ and jo

≡ 6･5 Ⅹ 105 A/m2･
0

1

Further, in order to get
an information to improve FB Of PVDF in high

temperature reg10nt the influence of the changes in ionic conduction

parameters on FB Was Studied quant土tatively･工n order to imprわve

FB by i MV/cm･ for example･ the density of supplying source of thermal-

ly dlssoc土ated ions was required to be decreased by about two orders

of magnitudel Whether Poole-Frenkel effect is taken into account or

not･ =t was also shown that an equivalent increase in FB Was aChei-

○

ved either by decreasing 2入i by i to 1･5 A or increasing ¢ by O･05 eV･

Further, the relation between the crystalline structure and

breakdown characteristics by using sample with different ratios of

the different crystalline phases was d土scussed･ As a consequence′ 1t

was indicated that the change
in the crystalline structure would be

associated with the change 土n the 土onic conduction parameters
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estimated from the breakdown data.
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Chapter V Theoretical Analysis of Approximation Required for Using

ulse Thermal Breakdown

5-1 工ntroduct土op

=n generalr the equaition of themal breakdown is given aS

follows:

Cv ( a･T/∂t) -div ( K grad T)
=

j F･ (5.1)

where Cv is the heat capacity of the material per unit volume, K the

thermal conductivity. j the current density. and ど the electric field･

Consider the case when the heat conduction from the dielectric sur-

face to the surroundings is ideally complete. Provided the voltage

duration to breakdown tB is sufficiently shorter than the thermal time

constant of dielectf土c tth′ that ls

tBくくtth′ (5.2)

the second term of the left-hand side 土n eq.(5.1). which
土s the beat

conduction terml Can be lgnOred･ =n such a caset the impulse thermal

assumption can be expected to be valid【1･2】.

工n Cbapter 工Ⅴ, 1t was concluded that the dlelectrlc b工■eakdown

for poly(vinylidene-fluoride) (PVDF) in high temperature region was

considered as the thermal breakdown when a ramp voltage at field ri-

sing rate between 0.i and 0.8 MV/cm･sec was applied. The impulse

thermal breakdown theory was applied to the data obtained above 50oC･

Assum土n9 土on土c
conduction. the numerical calculation of the basic

equation was carried out, and the conduction parameters were estimated

by fitting the theoretical results to the experimental ones･

vermeer【3】 solved approximately the equation of the土mpulse thermal

breakdown by using the conduction data of glass･ He concluded that
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the impulse thermal breakdown was dominant in the glass at high tem-

peratures･ Further,Miyairi et al･
[4]

analyzed the dielectric break-

down of impurity doped polyethylene in high temperature region by

making use of the equation of the impulse thermal breakdown. For all

aboやe cases′ the thermal time constant tth Was Shorter than the vol-

tage duration to breakdown tB Within their experimental conditions,

so that inequality (5.2) 1s not sat土sf土ed.
However′ the electric

strength FB Was found to be almost土ndependent of the sample thick-

ness. which is one of the features expected for the impulse thermal

theory. These facts indicate that provided an insufficient heat con-

duct土on from the d土electr土c material is taken 土nto account. the 土m-

pulse thermal breakdown form is possibly established even though in-

equality (5.2)土s not fulfilled. A quant土tat土ve exam土nat土on on this

relationship has not been done. 工n this chapter, the fundamental

equation (5.1)土s numerlcally solved under the boundary condition

which obeys Newton's law of cooling for various values of heat trans-

fer coefficient A from the dielectric surface to the surroundings.

The theoretical electric strength
is

presented
as a function of A for

PVDF. The calculation is made by usln9 the 土on土c conduction para-

meters est土mated 土n Chapter 工Ⅴ･ From these results. the validity of

approximation to tbe 土mpulse thermal theory ls examined quantltatlvely･

The influence of 入 on various kinds of breakdown characteristics. such

as the thickness and field rising rate dependence of FB is also

discussed.

5-2 Thermal Breakdown and Heat Transfer Coeffic土ent 土n 工nsulators

5-2-1 Procedure of Numerical Calculation

zn eq･(5･1)I Cv and K are assumed to be independent of tempera-

ture･ Let X axis be in the direction of the sample thickness.
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Then, tak土n9 土nto consideration the heat conduction only along X

axis. eq.(5.1) becomes

Cv ( ∂T/∂t )
-K(∂2T/a2Ⅹ)

≡

]F. (5.3)

=n order to reduce the number of parameters and facilitate the numeri-

cal calculation. the var土ables in the above equation are transformed

into non-dimensional varlables

u
= (T-To) /To

Ⅹ -

Ⅹ/d

z
-

(K/d2c )t,
Ⅴ

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

where To and a are the ambient temperature and the sample thickness,

respectively. Equat土on (5.3) then becomes

(∂u/∂z) (∂2u/∂2Ⅹ) - d2jF/KTo･ (5.7)

Equation (5.7) is a partial differential equation with respect to x

and 2:, and cannot be solved＼analytica11y. Therefore, replacing the

differential terms by finite differencesr the resulting finite dif-

ference equation is numerically solved. By taking forward finite

differences for x and ≡, eq.(5.7) becomes

(ui,j+i-ui,j)/6z -

(ui+i,i 12ui,i +ui-i,i)/(6x)2
-

d2jF/KTo,

(5.8)

where the subscripts i and j represent the numbers of 土nfln土tely small

division for x and z, respectively. This equation can be rearranged

as follows:
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ui.〕+1
=

r (ul+1.〕+uト1.〕 )+rlu土.〕+r2j F･ (5･9)

where r=6z/(6Ⅹ)2･ rl=l12r andr2= (6z) d2/ToK･ (5･9)

Next, the way of giving the boundary condition in solving eq. (5.8)

is described. 工t 土s assumed that the heat d土sslpatlon from the d土-

electr土c 声urface to the surroundings obeys Newton′s law of coo1土ng･

Now, consider an inf土n土tely small fraction of volume wh土cb consists of

a rectangular prism with base of unit area and height of 6X. Then,

from the condition of heat balance in the fraction at vo1une 6X, the

following equation can be deduced三

6Ⅹcv ( ∂T/∂t )Ⅹ=6Ⅹ-K( ∂T/∂Ⅹ)Ⅹ=6Ⅹ+入(T-To ) -jF6Ⅹ, (5･11)

where
入is the heat trans王er coefflc土ent 王rom the d土electric sur王ace

to the part which is kept at constant temperature To in the ambient

medium. Figure 5.i shows heat balance in the infinitely small fract一

土onal volume. 工n eq.(5.ll), the first term of the left-band side re-

presents the temperature rise in the volume 6Xr the second term the

heat flow from the element in the bulk
adjacent

to this small volume

element. and the third term the beat disslpation from the d土electrlc

surface. The term on the right-hand side represents Joule's heat

generated in this volume element･ By similar transformation and re-

placement of differentials by forward finite differences as in

eq.(5.3). eq.(5.ll) can be led to the followln9 equat土on:

u土.j+1
=

r3u土,〕+∫ u土+1.j+r2j
F･

where r3=1-r-6Ⅹd入r/K･

(5.12)

(5.13)

On the basis of eqs.(5.9) and (5.12), exchanged temperature rise u･

1.j

in arbitrary time and space can be obtained through the following
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土nterface

Fig･5･1･ Heat balance in the fraction at the specimen suT･face.

calculation procedure;

土) set up the土n土t土al condition: u土,j
= 0 for ]

≡ 0･

ii) calculate u2,i+i
by using eq･(5･9)･

iii) calculate ul,i+1
by using eq･(5･12) I which is applicab-1e

only for 土=1. since eq.(5.12) is applied only at the surface･

土Ⅴ) return to 土i) and replace j by j+1.

The calculation procedure is illustrated schematically in Fig･5･2･

Numerical calculation was carried out acco.rding to this schedule.

The electric field at which the temperature in the central part of the

bulk reaches a critical temperature T was regarded as the theoretical
C

electric strength FB･

51212 Results of Calculation

工n this subsection′ FB aS a function of入′ will be presented-

assuning ionic conduction. =n general, the ionic conduction current

dens土ty コ1s expressed as
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①
× →

uo,o ul,0 u2,0 U5,0 u4,0

ambient

temperature

Fig.5.2. Proceduy.e of numerical calculation.

j -

コo eXP (一中/kT) sinh (q入iF/kT)I (5.14)

whereコo is a constant･ ¢ the activation energy･ 2入･ the ionic jump
l

distance, q the 土onic charge, and k the Boltzmann constant. Sub-

stituting eq. (5.14) into eqs.(5.9) and (5.12), the numerical calcula-

t土on was carried out. 工n this case. the values of 土on土c conduction

parameters for PVDF estlmated土n Chapter工V were used asコo･ ○･ and

2入土in eq･(5･14)･ Tbe values of various parameters used in this cal-

culation are summarized in Table 5･1･ Figure 5･3 shows the electric

strength FB Calculated as a function of i when the sample thickness

d ≡ 12･5 um, the ambient temperature To
= 373 K and voltage rising

rate dV/dt - 250 V/see. A filled circle in the figure'indicates the

numerical solution from the impulse thermal theory under the same con-

ditions. The features observed from.Fig.5.3 are as follows:

i) When･入≦ 1 VVm2･K･ theoretical electric strength FB is
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Table 5.l. Values of physical parameters of PVDF

used for numerical calculation.

]o l･2 x 107A/m2 K O･126W/m･K

. o･9eV Cv 2･Ox106J/K･m3

21i 9 A Tc 453 K

14

( 15
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入. (W/m2･K)

Fig.5.3. Theoretical relationship between heat transfer coefficient

and electric strength FB･ Filled circle represents theoretical electric

strength for the impulse themal theory under the same conditions.

almost independent
of 入 and equal to that obtained from the

土mpulse thermal theory･

ii) when i ≦入≦ 105 w/m2･K･ FB Varies from 6･2 to ll･9 MV/cm

w土th 土ncreasing･入.
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iii) when A = 105 w/m2･K･ FB does not depend on A
and closely

approaches the curve 土n the limit when beat dlsslpation from

tbe surface 土s 土deally complete, which means 入 土s in王土nlte'.

5-2-3 D土scussion

For the case df plane sample with thickness dl the thermal time

constant o=be material tth土s written土n the form【1】

tth
=

Cvd2/K･ (5.15)

工n the case of PVDF. for example′ tth equals 62･8 tlSeC When a = 12･5

リm. For field rising rate α of about 0.2 MV/cm･sec, which was the

standard experimental condition for the results in Chapter 工Ⅴ. the

voltage duration to breakdown tB is
about 30 sec･ This means that

tB>>tth, SO that inequality (5･2) does not hold･ 地us･ the土mpulse

thermal assumption cannot be applicable. provlded
土deally complete

heat dissipation from the dielectric surface is assumed. The second

term of left-hand side (heat conduction term) in eq. (5.1) should be

土ncluded 土n the calculation. However. 1t is found that the theoret-

ical electric strength is nearly the same as that estimated on the im-

pulse thermal assumption provided入≦
i W/m2･K. Till now. only a few

reports have appeared土n wbich'heat d土sslpation from the d土electr土c

surface and the heat conduction term in eq. (5.i) were taken into con-

sideration. Copple et al.
【5】

solved the one-dlmens土onal form of

eq. (5.1) and obtained the transient temperaturedistribution and temr

perature r土se 土n a dlelectric. Tbey consequently showed that the

time variation of temperature in the bulk under alternatln9
fleld can

be explained by assuming an exponential var土atlon of heat generation

with temperature. Shousha et al.
【6】

proposed a breakdown model
ln

which the generation of sufficient heat in a narrow channel resulting
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from electron avalanche raises the electrical conduct土Ⅴ土ty of the

channel to a level at which thermal runaway could start. thus leading

to destructive breakdown in a narrow region Of the dielectric. They

assumed as an approx土mat土on that the film has no temperature 9radient

in the direction of sample thickness. 工t was also assumed that the
●

film is cylindrical with hot channel and the heat loss from the sur-

face obeys Newton's law of cooling.

工n this chapter, by choosing one value for each kind of para-

meter present土n eqs･(5･4)∫ (5･5) and (5･12)∫ FB aS a function of入

was obtained. By using electrodes system which has a constant ther-

mal property, breakdown characteristics such as the temperature.

tb土ckness and field rising rate dependences of FB are Obtained by

varying One Of these parameters. =t is considered that within a

certain range of variation of these parameters, apparent dielectric

breakdown form for a constant 入 can transform from the 土mpulse thermal

to the steady state. This behavior of the variation of breakdown

process is very interesting in investigation the dielectric break-

down mechanism. This point shall be discussed ln more detail in the

next subsection.

There have been only a few reports on the heat transfer coeffi-

c土ent from the surface owing to d土fficultles in a direct measurement

of A. Moon[7] measured directly A by using hot plate and obtained

the value of入as 5.i x 102 w/m2･′K for glass-copper interface and

l･3 x 10 W/m2･K for copper-air surface. He reported that by measur-

ing the temperature difference between inner and outer glass walls

with a thermo-couple, A from the surface between glass and NaNO3 SOlu-

tion was about 4.0 x 102 w/m2･K. Zt was also reported that A between

metals which would offer the least thermal resistance 土n
actual con-

tacts was of the order of 105 w/m2･R【81 Above experimental values

of lr howeverl are COnSidered to change largely with the surface
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cond土t土on
【7].

工n the report. the sphere-plane electrodes were made of brass in

measuring breakdown characteristics of PVDF. =t could not be clari-

f上ed how lar9e 入 was under present experimental condition. 工t was

found, however. that the impulse thermal assumption 土s valid even lf

●

tth < tB PrOVided入is smaller than i W/m2･K･ Thereafter･ itlis re-

quired to examine the heat transfer coeff土c土ent from sample surface to

the ambient medium 土n an experimental situation.

5-3 Effect of Heat Transfer Coefficient on Breakdown Characteristics

工n this section, the effect of transfer coeff土c土ent on the break-

down character⊥st土cs will be presented. Bas土c equations and the pro-

cedure of numerical calculation are the same as 土n the previous sec-

t土on. var土ous parameters in ionic conduction estimated for PVDF are

employed.

Figure 5･4 shows the theoretical electric strength FB aS a

function of field rising rate α with 入 as a parameter, when a = 12.5

umand To
= 373 K･ =t is seen that for入= 106w/m2･K･ nearly corr-

esponding tO the ideally complete heat d土sslpatlon′ FB土s almost con-

stant up to α about 102 MV/cm･sec. But it gradually increases with

α and finally approaches the curve obtained for入= i W/m2･K. This

fact is possibly due to the reason that in the region Of α beyond 103

MV/cm･sec･ tB is of the same order or less than tth, and so the im-

pulse thermal breakdown 土s dominant whether
heat disslpation from the

dlelectric sur王ace to the surround土ngs 土s taken 土nto account or not.

Figure 5･5 shows the theoretical thickness dependence of FB for vari-

ous values of入when α
≡ 0･2 MV/cm･sec and To = 373 K･ As can be

seen･ FB for A - i W/m2･K is almost independent of sample thickness･

being consistent with the impulse thermal breakdown form･ On the

other hand, as A increases, the degree of dependence of FB On
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thickness remarkably 土ncreases･ でhe theoretical electric strength

as a function of a and (1 Was also computed with a constant 入 and

varying To･ Figures 5･6 and 5･7 show the theoretical relation be-

tween FB and -α′ and that between FB and d･ for九- 102 w/m2･K with

To as a parameter, respectively･ =t is found that the shape of the

curves 土s almost lnsenslt土ve to the ambient temperature･

From above numerical calculations, a qualitative knowledge can

be obtained about the tbeoret土cal feature o王 thermal breakdown

characteristics involving heat transfer coefficient. Namely, pro-

vided
i is so small that the heat loss from the surface is negligiblel

FB increases with the field ri岳ing rate but is almost independent of

thickness. Th土s 土s consistent with the expectation from the 土mpulse

thermal breakdown, in spite■of the relation between tB and tth･ On

the other hand. fo工･ the case of the other l土m土t of 入. 1.e. ideally

complete heat dissipation, FB scarcely depends on α in the reglOn Of

α which corresponds to tB ≡ tth･ FB is remarkably dependent on

thickness especially in a small thickness region. For the medium

w土th入 between above two limiting casesl the breakdown cbaracterlst土cs

also show an intermediate feature between them.

prov土ded electrical conduction mechanism. heat transfer coeffi-

c土ent and the values of the other parameters involved are known for a

given material, the theoretical breakdown characteristics can be

calculated 土n the same way･ Thls method
土s, thereforel expected to

be a powerful mean to elucidate the d土electrlc breakdown mechan土sm･

However. there remains some problems to be discussed ln this model.

=t is supposed that an actual breakdown could be caused by local

filamentary heat generation rather than heat generation
from whole

area ln the sample･as assumed ln this model･ AIso. the method of

determining A is a problem. Further examinations on these aspects

will be required.
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Fig･5･7･ Theoretica一 thickness dependence of FB for入= -02 M/m2･K with
To as a parameter･
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5-4 Conclusion

The fundamental equation of thermal breakdown was numerically

solved under the boundary condition which obeys Newton's law of cool-

ing for various values of heat transfer coefficient入from the dielec-

tric surface to the ambient. As a result.土t was found that the

impulse thermal assumption is valid even lf the thermal time constant

of d土electr土c′ tth′土s shorter than the time to breakdown′ tB′ pro-

vided A is smaller than a critical value. The theoretical electric

strength was presented as a function of 入 for poly(Ⅴ土nyl土dene-fluo-

ride). The calculation was carried out by using the ionic conduction

parameters estimated 土n Chapter 工Ⅴ, and the publlsbed data for the

thermal conductivity and specific heat. =n the case of a 12.5 um

thick sheet at 100OC, the calculated electric strength is nearly the

same as that estimated on the 土mpulse thermal assumption provided

入= i W/m2･K. The effect of transfer coefficient on the breakdown
く

characterlstlcs was also discussed.
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Chapter VI Ele_ctrical Breakdown of Plasma Polymeri2:ed Styrene Thin

Films

6-1 工ntroduction

Thin polymer films are made by various techniques such as glow

discharge polymerization[l] I electron beam ir干adiation[2] I ultra-

-violet irradiation【3], and evaporation[4】. 2unong them, the films

produced by the glow discharge methodr which are also referred to as

plasma polymerlzed thin films. have many advantages Such as a small

number of pinholes and a high temperature resistance resulting from

the highly cross-linked structure compared with those of conventional

polymers. etc‥ 工n addition to these merits, due to the ease of pre-

paration. such films are expected to have practical appl土cat土ons ln

thin film capacitors. tb土n film insulator for field effect transistors

[5],
switching elements[6･7], etc.. Extensive studies have been car-

ried out on d土electric behaviors【8･9･10】. electrical conduction at

high fields, electrical breakdown[ll-15] , and surface properties･

However, there are many problems remaining unknown about the elec-

trical土nsulat土on properties of these films, a fundamental understand-

ing of which is necessary for the application as insulating materia1･

Espec土allyl the mechanism of dielectr土c breakdown has not sufficiently

been clarified. Thin films, in general, have an advantage of self-

-healing
breakdown, where localized weak spots can be eliminated.

Moreover, this self-healing allows a large number of experiments on

one sample. Rlein et a1.[16･17･18] discussed the self-healing break-

down for MOS and silicon dioxide capacitors deposited on glass slides･

previously, Sawa et a1.
[15]

established the most favourable conditions

for attaining a complete selトheallng and for obta土n土ng the electric

strength free from the complication of the preexisting breakdown da-

maヮe On Plasma polymer土zed styrene thin films. Further, they also
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discussed the relation between the breakdown pattern and the test con-

d土tion ln
view of the energy disslpation associated w土tb the break-

down【15】. The aim of this chapter土s to clarify the electric break-

down characteristics of plasma polymeri2:ed styrene thin films. The

electric strength FB is obtained with varying temperature To, voltage

r土s土ng rate dV/dt, prestress. ambient atmosphere. and electrode metal･

Some measurements are also made on time lagr and under X-ray irradia-

tion and Ph.oto illumination. The dielectric breakdown mechanism is

also discussed from these experimental results.

6-2 Experiments

6-2-1 Sample preperation

A
g･old electrode 4皿Wlde with diffused edge Was eVapOrated in

vacuum onto a glass slide ( 10 m x 25 mm, Corning 7059 glass )･ The

O

thickness of the electrode was about 100 A wbicb was evaluated from

the resistance of
a monitor being placed

in
parallel

10 mm apart in a

reaction tube. Degassed and predistilled styrene monomer ( Ratayama

chemical Co. Ltd. ) was introduced into the reaction tube at a fixed

pressure of O･5 torr･ The glow discharge was initiated and maintain-

ed for a given period at a current density about i mA/cm2 and frequen-

cy 5 kHz･ An upper gold or aluminum electrode 4 rnm wide was then

evaporated onto the polymer film at a right angle to the base elec-

trode. Tbe configuration of the sample prepared ln this way ls

shown in Fig･6･1･ The polymer thickness was estimated from the

capacitance measurementr assuming a value of 3 for the dielectric con-

stant【15】 and ranged from 2000 t｡ 4500 Å. The thickness could be

controlled by the period of 91ow dlschar9e.
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Fig･6･l･Schematic diagram of a sample･

6-2-2 Breakdown Measurements

prlor to all the exper土ments′ several hundreds of selトheal土n9

breakdown were performed ln dry nitrogen gas at 1 atm and room temper-

ature by applying a ramp voltage at a voltage rising rate･ of 250 kV/see,

until the breakdown
voltage reached almost a constant value･ Break-

down measurements were mainly carried out in the dry N2 gas,
but some

in vacuum(10-3 torr) and oxygen gas (1 atm). at room temperature, and

also under X-ray irradiation or photo i11umination･ The circuit

used 土n the breakdown measurements ls shown ln Fig.6.2. The voltage

rising rate was widely varied from 10 V/see to i MV/see. When a

breakdown occurred, a positive pulse was generated across a resistor

of 2 kS2･ This positive signal triggered a thyratron connected to the

resistor. and the applied voltage was imediately removed. Tberefore

only one breakdown event could occur for a ramp. The voltage across

the sample was recorded with an oscilloscope. The breakdown voltage

was determined by the crest voltage･ Every fifty times of experi-

ments, the capacitance of the sample was measured with a LCR meter (

YHP 4247A Multi-Frequency LCR Meter ) so as to ensure whether complete

self-healing had been attained.

The breakdown measurements under X-ray irradiation or photo
i1-

1um土natlon were carried out ln vacuum･ Ⅹ-rays were produced at anode
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Fig･6･2. Circuit for measuring breakdown voltage with a ramp vOltage･

Volta9e Of 35 kV and at anode current of 20 mA. F土rstly. the sample

was shortcircuited and irradiated with X-rays for 20 min･ ･ After thatr

breakdown measurements were made keepln9 Ⅹ-ray lrradlat土on･ でbe

sample was again shortcircuited without X-rays for 30 min･ ･ This

procedure was repeated･ The breakdown measurements under photo 土1-

1umination by using xe lamp of white light were made in the same way

as that under X-ray lrrad土at土on.

Some measurements were also made on time lag by applying a step

voltage･ The schematic diagram of the test circuit is shown in

Fig･6･3･ A rectangular pulse generator has a protection circuit to

remove the applied voltag･e automatically when breakdown occurs･ Tlme

lag was determined by the pulse width measured with an aid of a count-

er (ZWATSU Universal Counter type UC-7641). Rise time of the step

voltage was about 10 tlSeC When connecting the sample･

Experiments on the effe･ct of prestress were also made for which

the prestress control circuit was added to the clrcult shown in
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Fig.6･3. Circuit for measurlng time lag･

Fig.6.i. The prestress voltage was varied from 0 to 150 V and the

prestress time ranged from about 500 usec to 3 min..

6-3 Exper土mental Results

6-3-1 Electric Strength of Plasma Polymerized Styrene Thin Films

The temperature dependence of the electric strength FB Of a 3800

0

A thick plasma polymerized styrene thin film sandwlched between the

gold electrodes (Au-PPS-Au) at a voltage rising rate, dV/dt, of 250

kV/sec is shown in F土g.6.4. Here. --Au-PPS一旦u■' represents the sample

structure of top electrode -plasma polymer土zed styrene thin film
-base

electrode. Eacb point and corresponding bars represent an average of

about 10 tests and the standard deviation. respectively. As can be

O

seen in Fig･6･4･ FB for Au-PPS(3800A)-Au is almost independent of tem-

perature in the range -196
to 100oC. Zt is found from another ex-

O

per土ment for Au-Pps(2300A)-Au that FB SCarCely changes w土tb tempera-

ture over -196 to 2000c･ oakes【19】 measured FB Of conventional

polystyrene film of 10 to 70 um thickness by applying a ramp voltage

( dV/dt
- 500 V/see ) Over a temperature range from 0 to llOOc. He

showed that FB Of the conventional film fell steeply with temperature
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Fig･6･4･ Temperature dependence of electric strength for Au-PPS-Au･

above about 80oC. which ls the softening temperature of the polymer･

This is a feature of the breakdown characteristics at high temperatures

for usual linear polymer films･ Thereforer it can be confirmed from

the breakdown data that Pps has a much h土gber temperature resistance

due to its highly cross-linked structure than the conventional poly-

styrene film.･

Figure 6.5 shows the relation between the electric strength and

O

the voltage rising rate for Au-PPS(2600A)-Au at room temperature･ FB

depends strongly on dV/dt over a wide range from 10 V/see to 1 MV/sec･

6-3-2 Time Lag to Breakdown

=n general, time lag to breakdown canbe formally expressed as[20]

Nt/N
-

exp ト(t-tf)/ts】,
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Fig･6･5･ Relation between electric strength and voltage rising rate for
O

Au-PPS(2600A)-Au.

where N Is the total number′ Nt is the number of tests in which
no

breakdown takes place before the time t ln a series of N tests under

土d甲ticalcondlt土ons, ts ls the mean statistical time lag ( th土s土s

also called the statistical time lag )I and tf is the formative time

lag, being assumed to be constant for a given electric field.

Figure 6･6 shows the Laue plots of the time lag ( 1n (Nt/N) vs･

O

t) for the d土electr土c breakdown of Au-PPS(2600A)-Au at various elec-

tric fields･ zf the Laue plots are regarded approximately to be

linear･ the slope gives t and the point at 100% for Nt/N gives tf･
S

工t was found that both tf and t decreased with electric f土eld′ and
S

an apparent value of tf estimated from the Laue plots was more than a

few tens microseconds. The rise time of the step voltage was about

10リSeC. Therefore, the detailed discussion on the formative time

lag cannot be given. However, it can be said that the formative time

lag is
of the order of ten usec under the present conditionr being
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Fig.6･6･ Laue plots of time lag for various electric field with Au-
0

-pps(2600AトAu. (a) 3.88, (b) 3.70, (c) 3.51 and (d) 3･33 MV/cm･

considerably long compared with 10-9 - 10112 sect which is generally

accepted f∝ electronic breakdown process
in solid dielectrics【21-24】 ･

solomon[25] found that the mean time lag tBS Obtained with a step

voltage
is

closely related to the mean time lag tBR Obtained with a

ramp voltage aS follows:

tBR/tBSだ0･56 β F･ (6.2)

where F土s the applied electric f土eld′ and -β
1s the slope of ln tBS

vs･ F･ F土gure 6･7 shows the mean time to breakdown as a function of

O

electric field for Au-PPS(2600A)-Au at room temperature, both by step

and ramp voltages･ Figure 6･7 shows also the theoretical relation

between tBR and F obtained from eq･ (6･2) using experimental value of
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Fig.6.7. Mean t1.me tObreakdown as a function of electric field for
()

Au-PPS(2600A)-Au. Filled (a) and un filled (b) circles represent

experimental values measured with a step voltage and those with a

ramp voltage , and filled triangles represent calculated values by

using Solomon's equation.
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tBS･ S土nce the present experiments show quite good agreement with

the eq.(6.2), such a considerably long time lag containing a long

formative time lag is qualitatively consistent with the experimental

result on the dependence o=B
On dV/dt【25】･

Figure 6･8 shows the temperature dependence of tf and t for Au-
S

O

-pps(3500A)-Au over a temperature range from
-196

to 100oC. Above

room temperature′ both tf and t scarcely depend on temperature′ being
S

consistent with the temperature dependence of FB for PPS･ On the

other hand′ below room temperature′ both tf and t decrease as temper-
S

ature increases. The reason for this is not yet clear.

From these resultsr the following arguments can be drawn for the

breakdown of Pps: F土rstly′ the fact that FB is almost土ndependent of

temperature indicates that the conduction process directly related

to breakdown should be temperature independent･ Secondly′ FB

200 100 0

To (OC)

Fig･6･8･ Temperature dependence
of statistical time lag (un filled circle)O

and formative time lag (filled
circle)

for Au-PPS(3500A)-Au.
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strongly depends on dV/dt even 'for a slow rate. The mean time lag

土s about 10-4 - 10-5 sec′ whlch土s considerably long as already men-

tioned. even though the time lag to breakdown decreased sens土tlvely

with the electric field. Such a relatively long time lag implies

that athermal process play an 土mportant role 土n the~ breakdown of Pps.

Zn order to get further information about the breakdown mechanism,

土t was 土nvest土9ated how the electric strength and time la9 for PPS are

affected by electrode metalJ X-ray lrrad土atlon or photo illumination,

and ambient atmosphere. These results will be discussed in the

following subsections.

6-3-3 Effect of Electrode Metal on the Breakdown Characteristics

Figure 6.9 shows the effect of electrode metal on the breakdown

O

voltage VB Of Au-PPS(3300A)-Al土n N2 gas ( 1 atm′ room temperature )

by applying a ramp voltage at 250 kV/see. The polarity reversal of

applied voltage was carried out byexchanglng the connection to the

sample electrodes. As shown in Fig.6.9, when Au electrode is the

cathode′ FB is almost equal to that when Å1 electrode is the cathode･

This difference is too small to indicate the existence of the metal

electrode effect.

Then, experiments were carried out on time lag for Al-PPS-Au and

Au-PPS-AI structures by applying a step voltage. The Laue plots are

o 0

shown in Figs.6.10 and 6.ll for A1-PPS(3200A)-Au and for Au-PPS(3300A)

-A1, respectively. =n both cases, a longer time lag is observed with

the Au cathode than with the AI cathode. This means that the effec-

tive contact barrier height ¢D at the meta･1一土nsulator土nterface pos-

sibly affec;ts the breakdown cahracteristics･ Let Wm be the work

function of metal. and x the electron aff土n土ty of tbe 土nsulator. then

◎D Can be wrltten土n the form
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Test Number

Fjg.6.9. Effect of e一ectrode meta一 on breakdown vo一tage for Au-PPS(
0

3300A)-Al. Un filled cir･cles represent breakdown voltage when Au is

the anode and Al the cathode. Filled circles represent breakdown

voltage when Al is the anode and Au the cathode.

一oo

time (LjSeC)

200

Fig･6･10･ Effect of electrode metal on time lag by applying a step
O

vo一tage of 5･O MV/cm for AトPPS(3200A)-Au. (a) Au as the anode

and Al as the cathode, and (b) Au as the cathode and Al as the

anode.
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Fig･.■6.1l. Effect of electrode metal on time lag by app一ying a step
O

vo一tage of 3.79 MV/cm for Au-PPS(3300A)-Al. (a) Au as the anode and

Al as the cathode, and (b) Au as the cathode and Al as the anode.

◎D =

㌔-X･ (6.3) /

Values of W for Au and Al are 4.6
and 3.8 eV, respectively. so that

m

the AI cathode 土nコeCtS more elect∫ons into the polymer than the Au

cathode･ Therefore, taking the electrode metal effect on FB into

cons土derat土on. 1t 土s concluded that the carrier lnコeCtlon
p工･OCeSS

cooperates on the breakdown process of PPS.

6-3-4 Effect of Ambient Atmosphere on FB and Time Lag

Figure 6･12 shows VB aS a function of test number for Au-PPS(

0

3330A)-Au with a ramp voltage ( dV/dt = 250 kV/see ) for various

ambient atmosphere gases at room temperature･ Values of FB-measured

in both, vacuum and N2, are almost equivalent, but are higher by about

10% in O2･ Figures 6･13 and 6･14 show the Laue plots of time lag
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Fig16.12. Effect of ambient atmosphere on breakdown voltage for Au1
0

PPS(3330A)-Au. Filled circles, un filled circles and filled triangles

represent breakdwon voltages obtained in N2 gas, in vacuum･ and in

02 gaS･ reSPeCtively･
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Fig.6.13･ Effect of ambient atmosphere on time lag with a step voltage
O

of 4.98 MV/cm for Au-PPS(3300A)-Au. (a) Laue plots of time lag

observed in N2 gaS･ and (b) in vacuum･
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Fig.6･14･ Effect of ambient atmosphere on time lag with a step voltage

.f 5.44 MV/cm f.㍗ Au-PPS(3300Å)-Au.(a) Laue plots of time lag observed

inN2gaS, and (b) inO2gaS･

0

obtained for Au-PPS(3300A)-Au in N2 and in vacu皿at 4･98 MV/cm･ and

in 02 and N2 at 5･44 HV/cm･ respectively･
As can be seen from

Fig･6･13, the time lag in N2 gas almost equals that in vacuum･

Whereas the time lag in 02, aS Shown in Fig･6･14, is longer than that

in N2, and especially the longer ts is observed in O2･ This is con-

sistent with the result of the higher value of FB Obtained in O2･

Mizutani et a1.
[26]

reported from th岳photo conductivity measure-

ment on polyethylene terephthalate film that 02 molecules adhering on

the metal-insulator interface would act as surface states. which would

bring an increase in ◎D at the metal -insulator contact for electron

土nコeCtion･ From the effect of ambient atmosphere 9aS aS Well as the

electrode metal effect, the contact barrier height at the metal-

一土nsulator
土nterface can be considered to be connected with the

breakdown mechanism of PPS.
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6-3-5 Effect of X-ray 工rradiatlon and Photo 工11um土nat土on on FB
and

堅塁璽

F土gures 6･15 and 6･16 show the effect on VB Of X-ray irradiation

and photo illumination, respectively. Here, measurements were made

O

on Au-PPS(3200A)-Au at room temperature by applying a ramp voltage (

dV/dt
- 250 kV/sec ). The time lag･ was also obtained under X-ray ir-

radiation and photo
illumination. The results are shown ln the form

of the Laue plots
in Fig.6.17 and 6.18. As can be seen from these

figures. both X-ray irradiation and photo 111um土nation do not in王1uen-

ce the breakdown character土st土cs of Pps w土th土n the present experimen-

tal cond土t土ons. =t was reported【27】 that when a polymer土s
irradia-

ted by X-ray, carrier liberation from traps, carrier generation due to

土mpur土ty dissoc土at土onl and increase in conduction elect∫ons due to

a direct exc土tat土on from the valence band to the conduction band could

(150
>

ヽ-′

一oo

1工l
>

50

qp.dXfXtP加叫押叫和0叫○
●

o

400 420 ん40

Test Number

Fig.6.15. Effect of X-ray iry.adiation on breakdown voltage for Au-PPS(
0

3200A)-Au. Filled and un filled circles indicate breakdown voltage

obtained under X-ray irradiation with pre-irradiation for 20 min. and

that without X-ray irradiation, respectively.
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Fig.6.16. Effect of photo illumination on breakdown voltage for Au-
O

PPS(3170A)-Au. Filled and unfilled circles indicate breakdown voltage

obtained under photo illumination with pre-illumination for 20 min･ and

that without photo illumination.
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time
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Fig.G･17･ Effect of X-ray irradiation on time lag with a step voltage

.f 3.73 MV/cm f.r
Au-PPS(3200Å)-Au.

(a) Laue plots of time lag

without
X-ray irradiation, and (b) under X-ray irradiation･
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Fig.6･18･ Effect of photo illumination on time lag with a step voltage
()

of 4.23 MV/cm for Au-PPS(3170A)-Au. (a) Laue plots of time lag

without photo illumination, and (b) under photo i11umination･

occur･ The photo illumination is expected to cause carrier injection

from electrode【28】 and carrier llberatlon from traps【29】. since no

influence of X-ray 土rradlation or photo 土11umination on breakdown has

been observed. electron inコeCt土on or carrier liberation from traps

does not seem to contribute to the breakdown process. wltbln the pre-

sent experimental conditions.

6-3-6 Prestress Effect on Electric Strength of PPS

To examine the secondary influence of space charge on the break-

down characteristics of PPSr the prestress effect was investigated･

positive or negative prestress
F in a range between 0 and 3

p

FN/cm was applied for a given period tp just before a positive ramp

voltage at 250 kV/see was imposed on the sample in N2 gas (i atm)･

O

Figure 6･19 shows FB Of Au-PPS(2600A)-Au at room temperature as
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Fig.6.19･ Prestress effect on electric strength at 23oC for different
O

prestress time for Au-PPS(2600A)-Au. Un filled and filled circles

itndicate e一ectric strength for 60 and -80 sec prestress time, respectively･

a function of Fp f- tp
≡ 60 and 180 sec･ For both polar土t土es pre-

stress･ FB is almost independent of Fp up to about 2 MV/cm･ but de-

creases steeply at higher values･ The slope of the curve in the re-

gion 1 Fp 1 > 2 MV/cm in which FB decreases with Fp is steeper for

tp ≡ 180 see than that王or tp
≡ 60 sec･ Further- the similar ex-

periments were carried out varying ambient temperature from -196 to

about 100oC. The temperature dependence of the prestress effect was

found to be scarcely observed.

The decrease in FB With the prestress of opposite polarity to the

applied ramp voltage has been interpreted as being due to the hetero

space charge弓ffect[30]. For thin films, inコeCted carriers might

reach the counter electrode. =n this case, the hetero space charge

would manifest itself and a decrease土n FB土s expected′ for both the
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same and reverse po1畠rity prestress･ The result aFB/a(dV/dt) 'O

can be consistently interpreted in terms of hetero space charge.

However. the experimental工.eSults can be also understood with an al-

ternative process as Joule's heat produce/a during prestress. This

point will be discussed further in the following section.

6-4 D土scusslon

The results of breakdown experiments on pps are summarized in

Table 6.i. =n this section, the breakdown mechanism of PPS is dis-

cussed comparing. with various existing theories.

Flrstly.土f we consider 土ntrlnslc breakdown【31】 to be dominant.

it might be impossible to explain such a considerably long time lag to

breakdown as the order of 1014 to 10-5 see. Further, it can not be

understood with this theory that FB Changed with voltage rising rate,

electrode metal and ambient atmosphere. Then, the intfinsic theory

ls difficult to be taken as the breakdown mecbanlsm of pps. Zener

breakdown process【32】 can
also be discarded by s土m土1ar arguments･

Table 6.1. Breakdown characteristics of PPS.

temperature dependence

field rislng rate dependence

e一ectrode meta一 effect

ambient atmosphere effect

prestress effect

∂FB/∂To巴0 (-196oC -

200oC)

∂FB/aα> 0

FB(Au cathode)
:

FB(AI catode)

FB (inO2) ≡ FB (inN2, Vacuum)

FB decreases with both polarity of

prestress field

FB : electric strength ,
To: ambient temperature,

α : field rising rate.
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A single avalanche breakdown theory can explain the temperature

dependence of FB, and the influence of electrode metal, and ambient

atmosphere on the stat土st土cal time lag. An 土nit土al electron is sup-

plied from electrode metal or traps in the bulk･ The avalanche form-

atlon is expected to be affected by electron density either 土nコeCted

from the cathode or released from traps ln the bulk･ As mentloned 土n

subsection 6-3-5, 1t 土s
possible to release carrier from traps 土n the

bulk by X-ray or photo illu皿土nat土on･ However′ neither FB nor ts

varied with X-ray lrrad土ation or photo
illum土nation･ ℡b土s means that

the electron liberationr from traps in the bulk does not take part in

the breakdown process of PPS･ A single avalanche mechanism cannot

also explain the long statistical time lag of the order of 10-4 see

compared with that usually accepted for avalanche breakdown.

The strong dependence of FB On dV/dt and the relatively
long time

lag of the order of 10-4 see can be qualitatively understood with

thermal breakdown process･仙e behavior that FB decreased with Fp

for both the same and the reverse polarity prestress
is also inter-

preted as a heating effect･ The change in FB With temperature was,

however, so small that the thermal theory appears not to be applied to

the experimental results. Neverthelessr provied the conduction

current which plays an important role ln thermal b工･eakdown ls con-

trolled by a small temperature dependent processt the thermal break-

down process 土s not probably unreasonable; then the results on the

effects of electrode metal and ambient atmosphere shown
in the sub-

sectlons 6-3-3 and 6-3-4 are also consistent with this consideration.

tak土n9 into accout this type of the current. でhus. all the experi-

mental results except the temperature dependence of FB Can be explain-

ed qual土tat土vely 土n terms of thermal b工･eakdown mechanism.

As discussedt only a single breakdown mechanism could not explain

the breakdown
characteristics of PPS･ The experimental results shall
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be discussed by using the muユti-step breakdown process･

Redley【33] presented a breakdown model as follows: Conduction

electrons injected by a tunnelling emission produce Joule's heat, with

which positive ions are dissociated. They move towards the cathode

to form positive space charge resulting in an increase in electric

field in front oftbe cathode. whlch 土n turn accelerates electron em土s-

sion from that electrode. This whole sequence of events act as

positive-feedback and the breakdown occnrs･ However′ since FB Of PPS

was almost independent of temperature, it can not be considered that

positive ions contribute to the breakdown process.

o･Dwyer【31】 proposed the mult土-step breakdown prわcess
as follows:

Initially substantial collision ionization begins at a Certain criti-

cal field within the bulk. Then the holes produced by collision

ionization drift slowly towards the cathode and their space charges

enhance the field near the cathode. which causes enhanced electron

emlSS10n･ The injected
electrons cause further collision ioni2:ation･

This whole events act as positive-feedback and the breakdown occurs byー

the greatly enhanced field strength in the vicinity of the cathode･

The experimental results will be discussed below with this mode1･

The relatively long time lag of the order of 10-4 see observed

for PPS may be interpreted as the time requied for the formation of

space charge of holes produced by collision ionization due to elec-

tron. zf twe assume a tunnelling emission as an inコeCtion process,

the present experimental results can be explained with this model,

such as the temperature and the voltage rising rate dependences of FB,

and the effects of ambient atmosphere taking into account the effect-

ive contact barrier
tat

the metal-insulator interface. The prestress

effect also can be understood consistently; assuming･ that the positive

space charge is formed sufficiently deep into the bulk, FB is expected

to decrease with F for both polarity prestress due to the hetero

p
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space charge effect･ However, it becomes a serious problem whether

the collision ionization might develop sufficiently and the positive

space charge might be formed or not, in such very thin films as about

several thousand An9StrOmS･

As can be seen by various discussions glVen above. the experi-

mental results are unaccountable consistently with various existing

theories. =n the following chapter, a new model for the breakdown

of PPS will be presented according to the fundamental instructions

derived from the present study as summarized below:

i) The effects of electrode metal and ambient atmosphere mean

that an 土nコeCtlon process plays an 土mportant role
土n the

breakdown.

ii) As a current multiplication process, impact ionization is con-

sidered. but not the conduction electron multiplication re-

1eased from traps in the bulk. since the breakdown character一

土stics were not affected by temperature. X-ray lrrad土ation or

photo 111um土nation.

iii) The considerably long time lag of about 10-4 see means that

the thermal breakdown criterion is preferred.

6-5 Conclusion

Electric breakdown of plasma polymerized styrene thin films was

studied by taking advantage of self-healing･ The electric strength

FB Was Obtained with varying temperature Tor voltage rising rate dV/dt･

prestress. ambient atmosphere and electrode metal. Some measurementS

were also made on time lag and under X-ray irradiation or photo i11umi-

nation･ The experimental results obtained are as follows: FB Was a1-

most 土ndependent of temperature over -196
to 200oC, and was higher at

b土gh temperature than that reported for the conventional polystyrene

film･ FB also strongly depended on dV/dt even in a slow rising rate･
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The breakdown characteristics were influenced by electrode metal and

ambient atmosphere, but not X-ray irradiation or photo illumination.

From the experimental results. the breakdown mechanism of PPS was

discussed, comparing with existing breakdown theories. Consequently,

any single breakdown process was not considered as the possible break-

down process. Further. the discussion on the breakdown was made by

using the multi-step breakdown processes. =t was found that although

OIDwyerls model of the cathode field enhancement by the posltlve space

charge could explain some of the experimental results, serious prob1

1ems remain regarding the long time lag, the development of electron

avalanche and the formation of the pos土t土ve space charge. 1n such very

thin film as about several thousand Angstroms.

From the above considerations, the instruction畠important to pre-

sent a new breakdown model were picked up : The breakdown of pps will

be determined by thermal breakdown criterion and g.reatly related to

a temperature independent inコeCtion process･
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Chapter V=Z A Model for Dielectric Breakdown Mechanism in plasma

Polvmeri2:ed Stvrene Thin Films

7-1 工ntroduct土on

ェn the previous chapter. experimental results of breakdown of

plasma polymeri2:ed styrene thin films were presented, which were dif-

ficult to understand with a single breakdown process･ Models of

non-thermal breakdown produced by electronic impact 土onlzatlon or by

other processes were reviewed by Klein[l] on thin insulators･ Ther-

mal breakdown is also considered as a cause for thermal switching and

breakdown phenomena[2] There are many reports of dielectric break-

down on inorganic thin films such as thermally grown Silicon dioxide

[3],
aluminum oxide[4] or silver sulphide, but not so many on organic

thin films.

工n this chapter. a new model followed by the instructions in the

previous chapter is presented, in which the current is controlled by

tunnelling emission from the cathode discarding space charge and the

breakdown is
governed by the impulse thermal process･ Zn the same

model, additionally, a steady state electron avalanche is considered

as a possible bulk conduction.

7-2 Model of Breakdown and Basic E nations

A new breakdown model involves the following two fundamental pro-

cesses,･ the current is controlled by tunnelling emission from the ca-

thode and the bulk breakdown is governed by the impulse thermal pro-

cess･ To avoid complications, it is assumed that space charge and

heat conduction towards the surroundings are neglected in the first

state･ The electron avalanche process and space charge effect will-

be d土scussed 土n detail 1n section 7-4.

The differential equation is given below for the impulse thermal
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breakdown

Cv (dT/dt)
=

j F･ (7.1)

where C 土s the heat capacity of the material per unit volume,でthe
V

absolute temperature. t the time. j the current dens土ty′ and F the

electric field.

As the current density in eq･ (7･1) , the Fowler-Nordheim tunpe1

叫ection【6】 will be used, which is wr土tten 土n the form

j
-

AFNF2exp (-BFN/F)･

where

and

AFN

BFN

2･2
e2/(8¶-D)∫

8¶ (2m★)1/2 ◎D3/2/(2･92 也 e ),

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

where e is the electronic charge, h Planck′s constant, OD the effect-

★

上ve barrier he19ht for electron inコeCt土on, and m the mass of electron･

When the electric field rises linearly with time′ i.e. F -

αt,

eq.(7.1) can be transformed by using eq.(7.2) to

dT/dF AFN F3 exp (
-BFN/F )/Cvα. (7.5)

This ordinary differential equation can be solved numerially by using

various methods, for instance. the Runge-Kutta-Gill method. In the

following calculation, it is assumed that C - 2.0 x 106 J/K･m3 and m*

V

is土dent土fied with the mass of free electron′ mo･

7-3 Results of Calculation

A typlCal example of the temperature of the specimen as a function

of the applied electric field for different values of α 1s
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demonstrated土n F土g･7･1･ solving numerlally eq･(7･5) with OD - 0･95

eV･ 工t is seen that the temperature rises suddenly when the field

exceeds a certain value. ℡he similar relationship between T and ど

when a ramp volta9e 土s applied was attained in Chapter 工V of the

thesis. and by Vermeer【7】.工n these cases. the ionic conduction,

wh土ch 土nvolves the thermally activated processes. was employed･ 工n

the present model, Joule's heat is produced
by the Fowler-Nordheim

tunnelling emission current with a strong field dependence which leads

to such a sudden temperature rise ln a way s土m土1ar to the case of the

thermal activation process. Therefore, the theoretical electric

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

F ( MV/⊂m)

Fig･7･l･ Theoretical relation between temperature T and applied field
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strength can well be determined
without exactly defining the critical

temperature Tc required for breakdown･ Zn the following calculation,

Tc is taken as 550 A, for convenience･ The effective barrier height

◎D′ Which is now the only parameter, will be
estimated by fitting the

tbeoret土cal results to the experimental ones. The theoretical de-

pendence of FB On the initial temperature, designated by To, was cal-

culated for different values of @D at α Of 8･3 Ⅹ loll v/m･sec･ The

result is illustrated in Fig.7.2. The experimental values are also

indicated by filled circles in this figure. =n thermal breakdown.

a negative temperature dependence of FB has been generally expected･

工t can be seen′ bowever′ that ln this model FB土s almost constant over

the wide range Of temperature between 0 and 200oC. being. consistent

with the experimental results. The reason for this is considered to

′■ヽ

∈
U

iZ

巨≡

=

i::丁亡=i

Ltd

5

3

2

100 200

To (.C)

Fig･7･2 Theoretical temperaturedependence of FB With effective barrier

height ◎D aS
aどarameter･ Filled circles represent experimental values

forAu-PPS(2300A)-Au･ (a)@D= l･05eV･ (b) l･0 , (c) 0･95 ･ and (d) 0･9･
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be the temperature independent nature of current density j in eq･ (7･1).

The best fit of the theoretical curve to the breakdown data for PPS

sandwiched with gold electrodes isattainedwhen @D is 1･O eV･

Figure 7･3 shows the teoretical relation between FB and α at 300 K

varying OD aS a Parameter, together with the experimental results in-

dicated by filled circles. This calculated relationship agrees well

with the experimental one′ too′ provided ◎D is O･9 eV･

The calculation of prestress effect on FB Was also carried･out,

taking ◎D aS a Parameter and varying the prestress time tp･ Figure

7.4 shows one of the results when t
= 500 psec, together with the

p

experimental values when tp - 520 usec･ As can beseen,this model

can g･1Ve a Satisfactory ag･reement to the experimental fact. not only

FieLd Risi･ngF払Ie α ( V/m･SeC )

ウ

Fig･7･3･ Theoretica一 relation between FB and field rislng rate,α I
for

different values of@D･ Filled circles represent experimental values
O

fol.Au-PPS(2600AトAu･ (a)◎D= 1･05eV･ (b) 1･0 , (c) 0･95, and (d) 0･9･
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Fig･714･ Theoretical relation between electric strength FB and prestress

field Fp for different values of effective barrier height @D, and for
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(c) I.0
, and (d) 0.95.

qualltatlvely
but also quantltatively′ that FB decreases with prest-

ress field of either polarlty′ when ◎D - 1･05 eV･

The time lag to breakdown when a step voltage
is applied

is ana-

1ysed･ The theoretical time lag to breakdown tBS in this model ob-

tained by lntegratlng eq･ (7･1) with a constant electric field and

using eq･ (7.2) for current density is

tBS= Cv(TcITo)/AFNF3exp(-BFN/F)･
(7･6)

The theoretical dependences oftBS On electric field F and initial tem-

perature
To for @D = 0･95 eV are shown

in Figs･ 7･5 and 7･6,
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F (MV/cm)

Fig･7･5･ Theoretical re-ation
between mean time -ag to breakdown and

applied field F for effective barrier height @D Of O･95 eV･ Fined
O

circles represent experimental values for Au-PPS((2600A)-Au･
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Fig.7.6. Theoretical relation between time lag and initial temperature

To for effective barrer height ◎D

Of
O･95 eV･ F川ed circles represent

experimental values for Au-PPS(3500A)-Au.
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respectively･ The experimental values of the time lag were regarded

as the sum of the statistical and formative time lags which are esti-

mated from the 工一aue plots. since the stat土st土cal component 土s not

clearly defined in the thermal breakdown. Calculated and observed

relations
between tBS and field F agree closely･ The theoretical

initial temperature dependence of tBS Somewhat differs from the ex-

perimental one in the temperature range above room temperature.

This simple model can give aquntitative explanation to all the

experimental data on Pps such as dependence of FB On γo′ α ′ p∫es.tress′

and time lag except initial temperature dependence of tBS, Provided

¢D is about l･O eV which 91VeS the best fit to the breakdown data･

The cathode electrode metal and ambient atmosphere effects are con-

s土stent with this model and 土nterpreted qual土tat土vely 土n terms of the

variation of ◎D aS described in the previous chapter･ Namely′ ◎D for

gold-polymer contact is higher than for 畠Iuminium-polymer one and thus

the current inコeCted into the bulk from the Au cathode 土sreduced･′

which leads to a decrease in Joule′s heat wltb a consequent increase

in FB･ Provided surface states introduced by oxygen gas raise @D and

hence depress electron emission from the cathode, FB in 02 gas is in-

creased follow土n9 tbls model.

7-4 D土scuss土on

工n the previous two sections a new model of breakdown for PPS was

presented and analysed numerlcally･ 工t was concluded that tbls sim-

ple modelr consisting of the Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling emission cur-

rent and the impulse thermal process. can fully explain the experi-

mental results not only qualitatively.
but also quantitatively when

the effective barrier height for electron is about 1･O eV･ This

simple model. however, includes some problems to be solved. which are

d土scussed 土n this section.
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7-4-1 工nject土on process

The physical basis of the estimated value of @D Will be discussed･

工n order to know the nature of charge inコeCt土on,I measurements on photo-

conductivity were made. From Fowler Plots[8], i.e. the relationship

between incident photon energy and a square root of photocurrent, the

threshold energy for electron injection at 2:erO field was estimated to

be 2･93 eV by assuming a lowering of potential barrier due to Schottky

effect･ There is a large difference between the fitting parameter

( about i eV ) land the value obtained from the photocurrent ( 2.93 eV )･

one of the reasons for this would be in the fact that the former 土s

valid at high fields near breakdown, while the latter at zero field･

Further dlscuss土on on tb土s difference in OD Is 91Ven below･

Equation (7.2) of the Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling emission cur-

rent density is deduced ln the exact sense by assumin9 a rectangular

barrier andan applied voltage tO be much h19her than the barrier

height at 0 K･ Actua11y the tunnelling probability somewhat changes

with a variation o王 a barrier shape due to various factors su･ch as

temperature and image force.

sirnmons[9] calculated the. tunnel probability for a rectangular

barrier by considering image force and consequently derived an equa-

tion for the injection current density modified by this effect. The

maximum potential barrier height was found to be scarcely changed with

this modification.

★ ･

Then, the role of the effective mass m in eq.(7.2) was examined.

Calculatlons were carried out a9a土n′ mak土n9 ◎D a COnStant Of 2･93 eV

★ ★

and varying m aS a Parameter in this case. Consequently, m was

estimated to be about O･1 mo by curve fltt土ng･ 工n a polymer which

consists of both amorphous and crystalline parts, electronic states

are so complex that it is difficult to introduce a concept of band

StruCture コuSt like ln a perfect crystal･ Altbough many studies on
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electronic states in polymers have been carried out, much remains un-

known in 土ts details. W土th regard to polyethylene, a few works on

the effective mass have been reported【10･11】. Falk【10】 estimated

★

the effective mass of electron 孤 of polyethylene to be O･03 mo from

★

the theoretical calculation, and McCubbin[11】 also calculated m
=

★

0･5
mo･ Altbougb there is no reports on m for PPS and the physical

★

meaning of m
= 0･1 mo is not clarified, the value is compatible with

that for polyethylene. F工■Om the above conslderatlon.土t 土s found

that the effective barrier height @D = 2･93 eV obtained from the

★

photoconductivity measurement is not unreasonable, provided m =0･1mo･

Howeverr further investigation on actual electronic states or mobility

of electron for PPS will be required.

Various models for a tunnelling process in which @D is lowered

eff∽tively have-been presented. Rlten et at.【12】 discussed a

mult土-step tunnelling pass for current transport process of nGe-pGaAs

heteroコunCtlons on the basis of Anderson model for abrupt heteroコunC-

tions. Mahan et a1.[13] proposed a model for a highly nonlinear con-

duction in ZnO varister. Zn this case, the electron tunnelling is

triggered by hole creation in ZnO when the conduction band in the

grain
interior drops below the top of the valence band at the grain

interface. 工f these effects are taken into account. a possible ex-

planation may be
glVen tO the difference of ◎D Obtained from two dif-

ferent ways.

on the other hand, Sanchez【14】 et al. have reported that the eト

fective barrier height is about O･9 eV for Au-PPS contact from voltage

capacitance characteristics measurement･ This value agrees well with

that estimated theoretically in the previous section･ Slnce at pre-

sent there remainuncerta土nt土es about the estimated values of both ◎D

★

and m
. further exam土nat土ons on the above respects are expected to be

attempted.
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7-4-2 =mpulse Thermal process

As shown in Chapter Z=, the fundamental equation of thermal

breakdown is given aS follows:

Cv(∂T/at)
-･ div(K grad T) = j F･ (7･7)

where K is the thermal conductivity of the material. When the

voltage duration tB is sufficiently shorter than, Cvd2/ K I Which is

denoted by tth′ the second term on the left-hand s土de′土･e･ the beat

conduction term,.can be ignored, and eq.(7.7) is same as eq.(7.i) ap-

prox土mately【15】･ =ere･ tth is
ref …ed to as the thermal time con-

stant of the mater土al･ Subst土tut土n9 the values for pPS′ tth土s eva-

luated to be about 1◆リSeC･ tB has been found to be more･ than a

several hundreds psec under the experimental conditions as described

土n Chapter V工･ Since tth土s shorter than tB′土t appears to be un-

reasonable to apply the impulse thermal theory to the experimental re-

suits.

The second term of the left-hand side describes the heat conduc-

t土on only ln the bulk. and the necessary cond土t土on for apply土n9 土m-

pulse thermal breakdown土s that tBくく･ 士th When the beat dlsslpat土on to

the surround土n9S 土s ideally complete. A heat transfer coefficient

from the dielectr土c surface to the ambient must be 土ncorporated･ 工n

chapter V′ the tbeoret土cal relation between入and FB Was Calculated by

adopting one dimensional form o王eq. (7.6) and ionic conduction. As

a conclus土on′ eq. (7.1) holds to a fairly good approx土mat土on even if

tB > tth′ prOV土ded入1s smaller than a certain crlt土cal value･

7-4-3 Electronic 工m act Ionization process

工n the previous section. the 土nコeCt土on process and the 土mpulse

thermal■one were only conslderedl SO that the bulk processes such as

impact ionization and recombination etc･ were neglected･ =n this
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subsection. electronic impact ionization and hole removal by drift

are considered as a possible bulk conduction. 0･Dwyer【16】 computed

the steady state conduction and showed that a region Of negative re-

sistance on V vs.コ CurVe appearS′ Which 土s referred to as the current

controlled instability with dielectric breakdown. The above bulk

process will be 土ntroduced into the breakdown model glVen
土n Section 7-3･

0′Dwyerrs steady state conduction modelr which is summarized in

Chapter t=, is expressed by the following set of differential equa-

tions【16】

djn/dx
ニ

ー｡nコn eXp (
-冗/F)ルn

F･

dF/dx (j -]n)/Eo
ErリpF･

(7.8)

(7.9)

where 〕n
is the electron current density, vn andリp are the effective

average mobilities referring to carriers in conduction
levels and

traps･ respectively･ αn exp (
-H/F

) and H are the ionization coeffic-

ient and a constant field strength, respectively, j the total current

density′ and Eo∈r the dielectr土c constant of the mater土al･ 工n deriv-

ing eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) following assumptions are made: The electrons

are assumed to have a much greater mobility than the holesl and they

alone cause impact ionization. The displacement and the diffusion

currents of both types of carriers are neglected･ The cathode emits

electrons following the Fowler-Nordheim lawr and the anode blocks the

emission of holes. The conduction current and the breakdown charac-

teristics were calculated･ making eocr = 8･85 x 10112 x 3 F/m･ H - 10

舛Ⅴ/cm and varying the other parameters. As mentioned. 0′Dwyer took

the appearance of negative resistance as a breakdown criterion･

However, int order to explain the time dependence of FB Obtained from

the experimental results. it ls required to introduce the former

breakdown criterion such as impulse thermal breakdown･
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Figure 7･7 shows a typical example of the theoretical current

density as a function of the electric field for different values of

hole mobilityリp, With the other parameters constant･ The tunnelling

em土ss土on current density 土s also shown 土n tb土s figure w土tb a broken

●

line. Theoretical field distribution in the bulk under the same

cond土tlons as ln Fig.7.7 土s 土11ustrated in Fig.7.8. As can be seen

from these figures, smaller the value of リp, i.e. slower the rate at

which holes are removed from the insulator, larger is the amount of

space charge accumulated in the bulk, enhancing the cathode field･

1 2 3 4 5 6

F (MV/cm)

Fig･7･7･ Theoretical current-field characteristics for different hole

:o7三I.at訊!a::u?.-.≡:二8
m2/v･sec and 'b'10-7 to 10-4･ for αn'un

(c) The broken lうne represents Fowler-

-Nordheim tunnelling emission current density･
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Fig.7.8･ Theoretical field distribution in the bulk for different values

of hole mobilitiesリp･ Field is normalized by anode fiele,and
distance

from anode is a一so norma一ized by thickness of film d (3000A): (a)リp -

10-8 m2/v.sec, (b) 10-7, and (c)灯6 to 10-4.

This leads to the occurrence of a negative resistance reg10n･ Using

the total current density and the field distr土butlon obta土ned土n this

way, eq･ (7･5) was solved'nunerically. The theoretical impulse thermal

breakdown strength was determined as a critical field when the maximum

temperature in the bulk reaches T .

C

Figrue 7･9 shows a typical result of the calculated relation be-

tween FB andリp at 300 R. where α is taken to be 8･3 Ⅹ loll v/m･sec･

and αn/un and ◎D are Changed widely･ =n the figure･ broken lines re-

present FB decided by the impulse thermal criterion and solid lines by

a negative resistance･ =t is seen that the impulse thermal breakdown

becomes dominant above a certain critical value of tip for each value

of cLn/un･ and FB decided by the impulse thermal breakdown is almost

constant for constant @D･ Considering to fit the theoretical elec-

tric strength to the experimental one ( 4MV/cm ) and to take the
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Fig･7･9･ Theoretical electric strength FB aS a function of hole mobility

リp for different values of effective contact barrier height and αnAln･

Broken lines represent values of FB decided by therTnal breakdown criterion,

and solid lines represent those by negative resistance criterion. (a)

てE;リTo;2l,0;iT′T:.･3!bZjl,0:;.i?'(こ?7.;.と?I(:冒8.･..'eH::,(エ言'.粁`g'101l
,

impulse thermal breakdown as a breakdown criterion′
◎D must be l･O eV

andリp must be beyond a certain value for a constant αn/リn･

The dependences of FB On temperature, field rising rate and pre-

stress were also calculated for different values of up･工t was found

from these results that the best fit of the theoretical data to the

experimental results土s also obtained when
◎D is l･O eV･ This result

agrees well with the simple
impulse thermal breakdown model neglecting

the bulk process･ =t follows that provided pp
is beyond a certain
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value, the space charge is scarcely formed, giving a
physical basis

for neglecting the space charge in the model presented in the previous

section.

otherparametersリn,Up and α wi11 be discussed below.･ Various
n

values of pn have been reported[17] for polymers,
inorganic materials

and ionic crystals. =f electrons are assumed to cause impact ioni-

2:ation and traverse through the extended 2:One in the conduction band,

it may be reasonable to let pn be 10-3
m2/v･sec[18]･

=f ^e represents

the mean free path for pbonon coll土s土on in the field dlrectlon. the

ionization coefficient a can be written in the form by assuming a

n

single electron 土onizat土on

αn =

un F/入e･ (7.10)

O

Although the exact value of A unknownr if it is assumed to be 400 Ar
e

which
is

not unreasonable in comparison with that reported for other

insulating materials[17･19]･ αn/リn is evaluated to be 1016 v/m2 using

eq.(7.10) with F = 4 MV/cm.

zf the above valuesarevalid′ from Fig･7･9リp must be larger

than 10-7
m2/v･sec, above wb土ch tbe土mpulse thermal breakdown can

occur before a negative resistance appears. and a close agreement be-

tween calculated and observed values
is obtained･ The same αn/un

was already used 土n the calculation of the current-field character-

土stlcs and the field distr土butlon shown 土n Figs.7.7 and 7.8. respect-

ively･ Since up is assumed to be much smaller thanリn in the impact

ionization model･ 10-7 m2/v･sec may be a proper value as up･ The

parameters estimated from the impact ionization model are stmarized

as follows: ¢D - 1･O eV･ αn/un
= 1016 v/m2 and up

= 10-7 m2/v･sec･

7-5 Conclusion

工n this chapter, a new simple breakdown model was presented
on
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the basis of the experimental results on plasma polymerized styrene

thin films. ェn this model.､ the current ls controlled by the Fowler-

Nordheim tunnelling emission from the cathode and the bulk breakdown

is governed by the impulse thermal process･ The numerically calcula-

ted values by discarding the space charge can be fitted to the depend-

ence of the temperature, field rising rate and prestress on the elec-

tric strength and time lag to breakdown. The value of the effective

barrier height ◎D for theelectron in]ection was estimated to be l･O eV

by fitting the theoretical electric strength to the experimental one･

A steady state electron avalanche. was considered as a possible bulk

conduction. 工t was found that provided the mob土1土ty of positive

holes 土s beyond a certain cr土t土cal value, the space char9e
土s scarcely

established, giving a physical basis for neglecting the space charge

土n the breakdown model. AIso. the impulse thermal breakdown can oc-

cur before a negative resistance appears･ The parameters
involved in

the mod土f土ed model were also discussed and estimated to be as follows:

@D ≡ l･O eV･ αn/un
= 1016 v/m2 and叫p

= 10-7
m2/v･sec･
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Chapter V工工工 Electr土cal Breakdown of Polyethylene

8-1 工ntroduct土on

Many reports on the dielectri.c breakdown of polyethylene (PE)

have so far been published. The essential feature of the temperature

dependence of the electric strength FB Of PE is schematically given

in Fig･8･l[l]･ The temperature range can be classified into three

parts: Reg10n =r Z=r and ===r each of which corresponds to the dif-

ferent molecular states of PE.

=n Reg10n =t molecular state of PE is glass-like as microbrownian

motion of molecular chains ln amorphous parts土s frozen･ FB SCarCely

varies with temperature
[2-5]

and increases with introducing polar

group[6], and impurity with rich T electrons[7] and also with de-

creasing crystallinity[8･9]. From these results, as well as that on

the time lag[10]
,

the electron avalanche breakdown process is thought

dominant in this region. Nagao[ll] investigated the influence of the

A
｣｣

ヒrl
亡
q)
LI
JJ

∽

U

･lJ

h
JJ

U
a)

l･｣
H

TcI Tc2

Temperature

Fig･8･l･ Outline of the temperature dependence of electric strength of PE･
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nature of 土ndlv土dual crystall土te on the breakdown of PE with film

specimens of PE and ethylene-vinyl acetate composite polymers.
He

suggested that at -80oC the electron avalanche develops over the re-

g10n much greater than the size of individual crystallite but less

than 15 um, and the initial electron is supplied from bulk pE･

工n Re910n 工工, m土crobrown土an motion of molecular chains
ln amor-

phous parts is releasedl and the amorphous parts represent a rubber-

-like state. tn this reglOn, Fr8hlich's orlglnal amorphous bre･ak-

down theory【6･12】, and its modi至土ed tbeory【13】. the electron avalanche

theory[14] , and the free volume breakdown theory[15-17] , are suggested

to be applicable. =n Reg10n ==a, a Strong temperature dependence of

FB is
observed related to the molecular motion in the glass-rubber

transition reglOn･ Zn Region ==b, FB scarcely depends on temperature

and thickness[8,ll,13] , and decreases with increasing crysta11inity[13]

A tentative model for the breakdown process was presented【11】 1n which

the released molecular motion enhances the electron transport across

the amorphous parts･ 工n this model. the time varlatlon o王 土ntermole-

cular barrier and of trap level due to molecular motion was taken into

consideration. However. it was found that the dominant breakdown

process in this region is varied with the wave form of the applied

voltage[14] and also space charge effect cannot be neglected[18]

Further investigations arer thereforer required･

=n Region =z=･ the critical temperature Tc2 ( see Fig･8･1 ) for

high density pE is reported to be higher than that for low density PE

[11･14]
･ The electric strength FB increases with cross-1inking[19]

due to increase
of the softening point･ These results suggest that

electromechanical breakdown due to Maxwell stress occurs. =t was

also suggested from the relation between pre-breakdown current and FB

that thermal breakdown process ls domlnant【20】. Electronic thermal

breakdown was also considered as a dominant breakdown process after
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eliminating the effect of the electromechanical deformation
[21].

As mentioned abovel much experimental works have been made on the

dlelectrlc breakdown of PE. However. the breakdown process of pE is

still not completely understood in temperature region above room ten-

perature. This has been mainly because of its highly complex struc-

ture and a presence of unknoⅥ一 additives. 工n order to solve this

problem. it is necessary to elucidate the correla､tion between the

electric strength and the 土nherent nature of the polymer, such as

chemical structure. molecular motion. structural lrre9ularit土es, and

presence of addlt土ves, etc‥

工n this chapter, tbe 土nfluence of the polymer morpbolo9y On the

electric strength is investigated, focussing attention to high temper-

ature re910n･ The effect of the solid structures such as crystal-

1inlty and density to the electric strength is discussed firstly.

Next, the relation between cross-linking by silane and FB is discussed･

8-2 Exper土mental Procedure

Measurements were made on films of about 20 or 30 pm in thickness

by using a ramp voltage or a rectangular pulse voltage. Detaied de-

scription of the samples is
given along with experimental results･

Unless otherwis.e noted. the direct voltage Was increased at a rlslng

rate of 500 V/see. and the amplitude of succesive pulses with about

0.2リsec rise time and 5 llSeC Width was increased by a step of 50

V/pulse at a repet土t土on rate of 10 Hz･. Gold electrodes with diffused

edges were applied on both sides by vacuum deposition ( Fig.8.2 ) to

prevent occurrence of partial discharge due to a concentrated electric

field. Samples were 土mersed 土n a suitable liquid, liquid nitrogen

at -196oC and silicone oil at the other temperatures. kept at a con-

Stant temperature.
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5mm¢ diffused edge

弓賢
2 0mm中

pE film

Fig･8･2･ Film specimen.

8-3 Solld Structure and Electrical Breakdown

8-3-1 Results

Samples used we工■e of approximately the same melt flow ratio re-

1ated to molecular weight but with different melting point. These

properties are summarized in Table 8.i.

Figure 8.3 shows the temperature dependence of electric strength

FB Of these samples by apply土n9 the ramp voltage over a temperature

range from room temperatufe to melting points･ From this figure, FB

at room temperature and 950C are 工■eplotted as a function of density

and melting point
in Figs.8.4 and 8.5, respectively. =t is seen from

Fig･8･3 that the critical temperature Tc2, Which is defined as the

temperature where the steep fall of FB begins, Shifts to a higher tem-

perature with increasing density and melting point･ On the other

hand, FB at room temperature decreases with increasing density and

melting point･ The behavior of FB at 95oC is opposite･ The temper-

ature dependence of FB under the application of rectangular pulse is

shown in Fig･8･6 to 8･9･ The results by ramp voltage are also in-

cluded by filled circles for comparlson･ As can be seen, in all sam-

ples, FB Obtained by applying the pulse voltage is slightly higher or
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Table 8.l. Physical parameters Of PE･･

DensityでmM.F.R.

(g/cm3)(oc)(g/10min)

PE-1 0.9171101.0

PE-2 0.9261181.5

pE-3 0.9281281.0

PE-4 0.9511371.0

PE-5 0.9201241.5

^ 6

∈
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gヨ

i:4
ヽ■_′
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h

2

25 50 75 100

To ( Oc)

Fig.8.3. Temperature dependence of electric strength of the four kinds､

of films by applying a ramp voltage at voltage m'sing rate of 500 V/sec.
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and density.
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melting point.
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Fig･8･9･ Temperature dependence of electric strength for PE-4･

nearly equal to that obtained by applying the dc ramp voltage( while

this difference in the electric strength becomes larger above Tc2･

8-3-2 Discuss土on

zn room temperature region, FB decreased with increasing density･

This resdlt can be compared with the recent result[13] on the effect

of the degree of crystallinity on the electric strength. =n this

reference[13] , the degree of crystallinity was changed by varying the

annealing condition on the dame high density pE samples and a qualita-

tive explanation was glVen employing the modified Fr8hlichrs electronic

thermal breakdown theory. 工n this model. the depth of shallow trap

levels f∝ electrons was postulated to increase with crystalllnity【13】

However, FB Of PE-i varied with voltage duration over the range from

1いsec to about few seconds as shown later. Therefore, it is diffi-

cult to understand the breakdown of PE in room temperature reglOn Sin-

ply 土n terms of the electronic thermal breakdown.

Zn a temperature range above Tc2, the variation of the electric

strength with temperature appears to be closely related to the melting

process of the crystallites, since the critical temperature Tc2 has
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been found to increase with increasing melting point, Tm･ =t was

suggested[22] that an increase in amorphous region at high temperatures

due to the melt土n9 0f the crystall土tes causes an 土ncrease in ionic

conductivity. One possibility of the breakdown mechanism at high

temperatures would be thermal breakdown due to an increase in 土on土c

conductivity. Another possibility is formation of ionic space charge

near the cathodel leading to an enhancement of the field in the vici-

nity[23] These two interpretations are consistent with the depend-

ence of FB On the duration of voltage application･ On the other hand,

an 土ncrease 土n amorphous part w土tb temperature also 土ntroduces a low-

ering of Youngls modulus of the sample･ Electromechanical deforma-

tion of the sample caused by Haxwell stress is also. therefore, pos-

sibly responsible for the breakdown process.

=n order to get a more detailed informationl the electric stren-

gth of PE-i was investigatedl
Varying the voltage duration over a wide

range from 1リsec to few seconds･ Applied voltage was obtained by

trans王ormlng a rectangular pulse voltage to a ramp voltage with

charging Of a capacitor through a resistor which could be varied to

attain different rise time. Breakdown occurred during the wave front

of the impulse voltage･ Volta9e across the specimen after being･ di-

vided by means of high voltage probe was measured with a digital volt-

meter (FUJ= SE=MZTSU DENK=, PPV19A) through a peak hold circuit･

Time to breakdown tBR Was,determined from the time constant of the

circuitr the magnitude of the rectangular pulsel and the breakdown

voltage.

F土9ureS 8･10 to 8･13 show the electric streng･th of PE-1 as a fun-

ction of tBR for different temperatures･ =n each figure, tha data at

tBR Of about 10 see are the results obtained by applying a ramp vol-

tage at 500 V/see as shown earlier･ At
-196oC･

FB is almost
inde-

pendent of tBR′ at 30 and 60oC′ FB Shows a maximum at tBR Of about 100
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Fig.8.1l. Electric strength as a function of voltage duration at 30oC.
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Fig･8･13･ Electric strength as a function of voltage duration at 90oC･

to 1000 usec, and at 900C decreases slowly with increasing voltage

duration.

The result at -196oC
is in favour of the electronic breakdown

process【2-5】 ∫ since FB SCarCely changes witbln the experimental con-

dition･ one of the reason for the initial increase in FB With in-

creasing tBR at 30 and 60oC土s considered to be the effect of a re-

duction in the field-stress【24】. watson【24】 1nte叩reted that the

subsequent fall in FB With increasingvoltageduration would be caused

by the disappearance of the space charge in the vicinity of each elec-

trode due to charge transport within the specimen. However, the ex-

perimental result showed that FB in the case of applying dc ramp

voltage decreases with increasing temperature ln the range above room

temperature'. This suggests that the breakdown mechanism in this

temperature range may change into thermal or electromechanical break-

down process as tBR becomes longer[25･26･27] The above considera-

tion can explain the decrease in FB at 90oC with increasing tBR tO be

caused by a shift of the critical voltage duration to lower valuesJ at

which the dominating breakdown process change.s from the electronic
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breakdown to another process such as themal breakdown or electro-

mechanical breakdown･ The dependence of FB On tBR at different

temperatures is illustrated in Fig.8.14. The breakdown process

therefore depends on the temperature and voltage duration･ These

results for PE-1 support the previous discussion on the breakdown

process at high temperatures for different types of PE in terms of

(a)

/･ゝく~
ー`●＼

~~~~＼T~ふ＼丁-11＼:-
､＼･.＼

T>･･＼､ヾ＼
･l<T2<T3

Tナ･＼
-､＼､･､

､-＼

_ゝく-I-

Fig.8.14. Schematic illustration of

breakdown mechanisms for PE-l.

------- Electronic breakdown

-.- Space charge effect

-..- Thermal or electromechanical

brea kdown

-

observed breakdown character-

istics

(a)To=Tl, (b)To-T2, (c)To=T3･

Tl <T2<T3･ These are plotted together in

(d).
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electromechanlcal breakdown or thermal breakdown 土n a dc voltage

appllcat土on.

工n order to examine the effect of electromecbanical deformation

on the breakdown process, the relation of Young's modulus to the

electric strength was examined. Measurements of electric strength

and Young's modulus were made on two types of samples, PE-i and PE-5.

These samples, as shown in Table 5.i, differ in melting point but

have almost the same density. The outline of the measurement of

Young's modulus is as follows: A film 4 mm wide and 25.4 rnm long,

at a given temperature, Was drawn along the direction of the film

length at a drawing rate of 10リm/See in air. Young's modulus Y was

calculated from the equation below with the simultaneously measured

draw土n9 rat土o.

y - ÷/【(1f-1o)/lo一′ (8.1)

where y is the load, S is the cross-section of the film before drawing,

and lf and lo are the sample length after and before drawing,

respectively.

The temperature dependence of Youngrs modulus for PE-1 and PE-5

1n the temperature range from roo皿temperature tO the vic土nlty of the

melting point is shown in Fig.8.16. Each point represents the

maximum vilue of Young's modulus in a sample within 5% of drawing

ratio. 工t 土s obse工･Ved that younq･'s modulus at the same temperature

for pE-1 and pE-5 1s almost the same and the shape of the temperature

dependence of Y is also similar each other.

Theoretical electric strength Fen determined from electromechani-

cal breakdown process- as described in Chapter =工, can be expressed as

Fem
= (

Y

∈oEr

)1/2 exp ト1/2 ).
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Fig.8.15. Temperature dependence of Young's modulus･

where Eo and E are the pe-ltt土Ⅴ土ty of the free space and relative
r

permittiv土ty. respectively. Slnce pE-1 and PE-5 have the same values

of Y and er, the theoretical values of Fen in two types of samples

also agree･ By using the value of 2･3 for er and the average Youngrs

modulus shown土n F土9･8･15′Fem was estlmated･ F土gure 8･16 shows the

temperature dependence of calculated Fem′ as well as the experimental

results of FB for PE-i and PE-5 by applying a ramp voltage at a field

rising rate of 0.2 MV/cm.see. The main features of the results shown

in Figs. 8.15 and 8.16 are as follows:

(1) Below about 700C, Young′s modulus of PE-1土s almost equal to that

of PE-5, but the electric strength for the former is higher than that

of the latter.

(2) Above about 700c, youn9′s modulus and electric strength are the

same for pE-i and PE-5.

Thusr it is considered that a lowering of Youngls modulus causes a
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Fig･8･16･ Temperature dependence of FB for PE-1 and PE15･ Dotted dash line

represents
Fen estimated from the obtained Young's modulus･

common influence on the breakdown characteristics of both, PE-i and

PE-5, above 700c. =n this temperature region, it was also found that

for both types of films, FB Obtained by applying the rectangular pulse

is higher than that by applying the dc ramp voltage.

The theoretical electric strength Fen does not agree with the

experimental results and above 70oC the former ls about two times

larger than the latter. Therefore, the breakdown characteristics

cannot be simply understood only by the electromechan土cal breakdown

process. =t is
required to investigate

multi-step
breakdown processes

involving the effect of Maxwell stress or a local electromechanical

breakdown at a weak spot土n a sample as presented by Block【281

Electr土cal conduction plays an important role
ln thermal
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breakdoⅥ一 prOCeSS. 工n order to discuss the breakdown characterlstlcs

obtained at high temperatures :in terms. of thermal breakdown process,

measurements of the electrical conduction were made. Samples used

were pE-i, PE-3, and PE-4, sandwiched with gold evaporated electrodes

of 15 rnm in diameter. The schematic procedure of the experiment
is

shown in Fig.8.17. A step voltage was applied to the sample for

10 m上n. and then sbortc土rcuited for 10 m上n. at a 91Ven temperature･

Next, the magnitude of voltage was increased by a given Value, and

this procedure was repeated at different temperatrue. Lastly, to

check reproducibility , measurements were repeated for initail

condition.

F土gures 8.18 to 8.20 show the field-current density character一

土stlcs wltb temperature as a parameter for PE-1. pE-3. and PE-4.

respectively. The 10 min. value of the current after the voltage

l 100oCl

8/!o_c.レ乍--

-

-ト⊥
f 卜 I I

100

凪in. ;m≡£.il£呈n.

80oC!
~~~~＼

SET 30min

℡o
-

time
1443V

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 t土me (m上n.)

Appl土ed voltage

Fig.･8･17･ Procedure for conduction current meaSurement･
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application was taken to decide conduction current dens土ty 土n these

figures. =t is found that the current densities at both 80 and 1000c

for PE-i are lower by about one order of magnitude than those for PE-4･

Contrary to this′ FB for PE-1 was lower than that for pE-4 in this

temperature range. aS already shown･ 工n 9eneral. thermal breakdown

strength decreases with increasing conductivity of the sample. The

obtained result, thereforel Seems tO be completely opposite to the

prediction from thermal breakdown process･ Thusr it appears that

s土mple 土nterpretat土on in terms of thermal breakdown process cannot also

glVe
a Satisfactory explanation to the breakdown of PE films at h土9b

temperatures･ Eowever. there are some uncl･arlfied points
ln the above

discussion about the 土nterpretation of electrical conductlv土ty and

themal breakdown ; namely. the d土fference 土n wave form of the

applied voltage in the measurement of conductivity, the determination

of the current density from the value at 10 min. after voltage appli-

cation and the measurement of the electrical conduction in relatively

low field, etc‥

8-4 Effect of Cross-1土nkin on Electric Strength

工n the previous section. the relation between the solid

structure and the electrical breakdown was discussed, paylng Special

attention to the high temperature reg10n･ =t was suggested that

electromechanical deformation may be partly responsible for the

breakdown process･ Thereforel Cross-linking is expected to cause an

increase土n FB土n the temperature reglOn Where the mechanical defor-

mation is effective. Zn this section, the effect of cross-linking

on the breakdown character土st土cs of PE 土s examined. Correlation of

mechanical properties to the electric strength in the high temperature

region from room temperature to 1600C is mainly discussed.
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8-4-1 Specimen

Specimens were two kinds of 25 um thick silante cross-linked PE (

Linkron X. Mitsubishi petrochemical Co. Ltd. ) with different gel

content which glVeS a meよsure of cross-linking. The physical para-

meters of these films are listed in Table 8.2, as well as that of

pE-1 wb土ch
ls the base polymer o王 the cross-linked pE and contains no

silane cross-linking group･ The method for measuring electric

strength and Youngls modulus has alread'y beenmentioned in Section 8-3･

8-4-2 Results and D土scuss土on

Figrue 8･21 shows the temperature dependence of FB for the silane

cross-linked PE by applying a ramp voltage at the rate of 500 V/see.

This figure also contains the result of PE-1･ =t can be seen that in

a temperature reglOn from room temperature to about 90oC′ FB for Sl-1

is almost the same as that for PE-i and decreases with increasing

temperatu∬e･ Above 90oC′ variation in FB for Si-1 is small･ On the

other hand, FB for Si-2, which has higher degree of cross-linking,
is

equal to that for PE-1 from room temperature to 500C′ whlle from 50oC

to 160oCr is higher than those for PE-i or Si-1･ The effect of

cross-linking due to high energy radiation on the dielectric

Table 8.2. Physical parameters of silane cross-linked pet

DensityM.F.R.SilancontentGelcontent

(g/cm3)(g/10min)(weighty.)(weight完)

Si-i 0.9211.20.573

Si-2 0.9284.05.095~

PE-i 0.9171.0
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Fig･'8･2l ･ Temperature dependence of electric strength by applying a ramp

voltage at the rate of 500 V/see for PE with a different degrees of

cross-linking by silane.

breakdown of PE at high temperature has been studied by many research-

ers[8･19･21]. The cross-linking leads to the rise of the softening
I

point and resulting in a marked increase in FB･ A similar behavior

is also obtained for the case of the cross-linking by silane.

young's modulus of Si-i and Si-2 was also measured at different

temperatures. The electric strength measured at the same temperature

is plotted in Fig.8.22 as a function of Young's modulus for Si-i and

Si-2. as well as PE-i. The solid line in this figure represents the

theoretical electric strength estimated from the electromechanical

breakdown theory, using the experimental values of Young's modulus･

As shown in the figure, the electric strengths for different three

types of PE can be expressed as a function of Youngls modulus1 1rre-

spective of temperature. As mentioned above. the dc breakdown

character土st土cs of PE at high temperatures have been found to be

closely related to the mechanical property in. s土1ane cross-1､inked PE

also. However, the theoretical value obtained from the simple
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assumption of electromechan土cal breakdown process 土s about two times

higher than the experimental value, except in the region Of small

young's modulus. Thus, it cannot be con上:1uded that only the simple

electromechan土cal breakdown assu皿ptlon can be taken to explain the

experimental result. Further conslderat土on 土s required as mentioned

土n the previous section.

8-5 Conclusion

Electrical breakdown of polyethylene (PE) was studied ln the high

temperature reglOn above room temperature･ Firstly. the relation

between the solid structure and the breakdown characterlst土cs was

examined･ Various kinds of specimen with different physical para-

meters were prepared.

The electric strength obtained by applying dc voltage at room

temperature decreased with increasing density and melting point of PE,

and this behavior was reversed at 95oC. The electric strength for

the case of rectangular pulse was higher than that for the case of dc
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Voltage appllcatlon.

Further, the effect of the electromechanical deformation on the

breakdown process was investigated･ Youngrs mod'ulus of PE-i and

pE-5, which have the same density but differ ln the meltln9 pO土nt. was

measured･ 工t was found that above 70oC both Youngls modulus and the

electric strength of these samples almost agreed･ Howevert the

theoretical value of electric strength calculated from the measured

youngts modulus by using a simple assumption of the electromechanical

breakdown theory was about two times as large as the experimental

values.

The electrical conduction measurements were also made. As a

result. it was dlff土cult to understand the results of both conduction

and breakdown data only in terms. of thermal breakdown process･

From all the experimentst it was found that although the break-

down of PE at high temperatures is not considered as a simple

electromechanlcal breakdown process. the breakdown 土s affected
by the

mechanical deformation due to Maxwell stress.

The influence of cross-linking by silane was also investigated･

工t was found that the cross-1inkin9 by s土1ane raised the electric

strength at high temperatures near the melting point of PE･ Above

50oC( the electric strength increased as the degree of cross-linking

became higher.

The measurements of Youngrs modulus were also made with the

cross-linked PE. 工t was found that the electric strength above room

temperature could be expressed as a function of Youngls modulus,土r-

respective of the sample type or temperature. However, a good agree-

ment between the theoretical strength and the experimental one was not

obtained, although the dc breakdown characteristics of PE and silane

cross-linked PE were found to be closely related to Young′s modulus･
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Chapter 工Ⅹ Conclusion

9-1 princ土 al Results

Lastly, overall conclusion over chapter = to will will be

glVen aS follows:

(i) The research work presented in this thesis was devoted to

advance the understanding of the electLrica1､breakdolm Process for

polyTneric insulators, especially in a high temperature region. An

approach was attempeted to 土nterprete the experimental results on

electrical breakdown from the standpoint of the thermal breakdown

process ln order to see to what extent the breakdown of polymer can be

explained by the themal breakdown theory.

Electrical Breakdown of Poly土mlde

(土土) The effects of bydrolysls and water absorption on the electric

strength of polyimide film (p=) were investigated, based on the

reports on the breakdown mechanism of poly土mlde and the effect of

heat土n9.

(iii) Any direct evidences for further imidization by the heat

treatment could not be obtained with infra-red spectroscopy･ There-

forel the effect of hydrolysis on the electric strength was studied(

since the
･hydrolys土s

increases the concentration of polyam土c acid

contrary to the case of the lm土dlzat土on･ After the influence of the

secondary causes such as water absorption process and re一土mid土zation

process was examined′ it was indicated that the presence of-polyamic

acid affects the breakdown character土stlcs. Thus. the further

土m土d土zat土on is
possibly one of the factors which contribute to the

improvement of the high temperature electric strength with the heat

treatment.
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Electrical Breakdown of Poly (vinyl_i_dene-fluoride )

(iv) The dielectric breakdown of poly(vinylidene-fluoride) (PVDF)

was studied over the temperature range from room temperature to 150oC

by applying a linearly rising voltage. The electric strength was

more than 8 MV/cm at room temperature, but above 50oC it fell rapidly

with
increasing temperature and depended on the rate of rise of the

electric field but not on the sample tblckness･ An attempt was made

to apply the 土mpulse thermal breakdown theory to the data obtained

above 500c･ 且ssum土n9 土onlc conduct土onl the temperature rise of the

sample under voltage application was calculated numerically using

impulse thermal breakdown theory. By fitting these theoretical elec-

tric strengths to the experimental values, the conduction parameters

were estimated as follows,･ activation energy was O･9 eV, ionic コumP

distance was 9 A･ and､ pre-exponential factorコo Was l･2 Ⅹ 107 A/cm2･

○

(v) The case of including Poole-Frenkel effect in a dissociation

process of ionic charges was also discussed. =n this case, the

estimated parameters became as follows if the ralat土ve pem土ttlv土ty

O

is taken to be 10 to 14,･ activation energy O･9 eV. jump distance 4 Ar

and ]o 6･5 Ⅹ 105 A/m2･

(vi) =n order to get an information on improvement
of the electric

strength of PVDF in high temperature region, the influence of the

changes in ionic conduction parameters on FB Was Studied quantitative-

1y･ =t was found that for improving FB by i MV/cm･ for example･ the

density of supplying source of thermally dissociated ions
must be

decreased by two orders of magnitude, independent of whether taking

into account poole-Frenkel effect or not. 工t was also shown that

the equivalent increase in FB could be attained by either decreasing

O

the コumP distance by i to i.5 A or increa畠ing the activation en_ergy
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by 0.05 eV.

(vii) The relation between the solid structure and breakdown

characteristics was examined by using samples with various ratios of

different crystalline phases. =t was shown that the change in the

crystalline structure would be accompanied by the change in the

ionic conduction parameters.

Condition Required for Using =mpulse Thermal Breakdown Theory

(vi土1) 工n the themal breakdown, tbe 土mpulse thermal assumption in

which the heat conduction term is neglected is valid when the thermal

time constant of dielectric tth is greater than the time to break-

down tB provided the heat conduction from the d土electric surface to

the ambient ls 土deally complete･ However. many reports have been

published which insist the 土mpulse themal mechanism even under the

condition tthくtB･ 工n this thes土s′the impulse the-al theory土s

shown to be successfully applied to the discussion on the breakdown

process for PVDF and PPS in spite of the condition tth<tB･ These

are based on the following prediction･ Provided the heat conduction

from the dielectric material to the surroundings is insufficient,

the impulse thermal breakdown fornis expected even though tth< tB･

Thereforet a quantitative examination on this relationship was made

on the basis of the fundamental equation of thermal breakdown･

(ix) The fundamental equation of thermal breakdown was numerically

solved under the boundary condition which obeys Newtonls law of

cooling for various values of heat transfer coefficient A from the

dielectric surface to the ambient. As a result, it was found that

the impulse thermal assumption
is

valid
even if tth< tB Provided i

is smaller than a critical value. The theoretical electric strength
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was presented as a function of入 for poly(Ⅴ土nylidene-fluoride).

The calculation was done using the ionic conduction parameters

estimated for PVDF in Chapter =Ⅴ. Zn the case of a 12.5リm thick

film at lOOoC. the calculated electric stren9th 土s nearly the same

as that estimated on the impulse thermal assumption provided 入

i W/m2.K.

(Ⅹ) Further. the effect of the heat transfer coefficient on the

breakdown character土st土cs was 土nvesti9ated. From an example of

numerical calculation assuming ionic conduction, the following

qualitative result on the tbeoret土cal feature of thermal breakdown

characterlst土cs was obta土ned･ FB depends on the臼eld rising rate

and 土s almost independent of the thickness′ provided 入 土s so small

that the heat loss from the surface 土s neg･1i9ible. On the contrary.

for the case of土deally complete heat dlsslpation′ FB SCarCely

depends on the field r土s土n9 rate but remarkably depends on sample

thickness in the region Of field rising rate which does not hold the

condition for the 土mpulse thermal assumption･

Electrical Breakdom i f Plasma pol eri2:ed Styrene Thin Films

(xi) Electrical breakdown of plasma polymeri2:ed styrene thin films

(PPS) was studied by taking advantage of self-healing. The electric

strength FB Was almost independent of temperature from
-196

to 200oC,

and strongly depended on voltage rising rate even in a slow rising

rate･ The breakdown characteristics were influenced by electrode

metal and ambient atmosphere. but not by X-ray irradiation or photo

illum土nat土on. From the experimental results. the breakdown mecha-

nism of PPS was discussed with ex土st土n9 breakdown tbeorles. Con-

Sequently, any single breakdown process could not be considered as

a possible breakdown mechanism. As a result. the results important
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to deduce a new breakdown
model were presented: でhe breakdown of

Pps will be determined by thermal breakdown cr土ter土on, and

strongly related to a temperature independent injection
process･

(Ⅹii) A new simple breakdown model was presented on the basis of

the experimental results on plasma polymerlzed styrene thin f土1ms･

=n this model, the current is controlled by the Fowler-Nordheim

tunnelling emission from the cathode and the breakdown is
governed

by the 土mpulse thermal process. Tbe numerlcally calculated values

by discarding the space charge could fit the dependences of electric

strength on temperature, field rising rate and prestress, and are

also consistent with the othe･r experimental results. Further. a

steady state avalanche was considered as a possible bulk conduction･

Zt was found that provided the mobility of positive charge is beyond

a certain value, the space charge is scarcely formed, giving a

physical basis for neglecting the space charge.

Electrical Breakdown of Polyethylene

(xiii) The electrical breakdown phenomena at high temperatures was

studied on polyethylene (PE) with different physical propert土es･

The correlation between the solid structure and breakdown character-

istics of PE, and the effect of silane cross-linking on FB Were

studied.

(xiv) The electric strength FB measured by applying dc voltage at

room temperature decreased with increasing both density and melting

point･ on the contrary′ the relation at 95oC was reversed to the

case at room temperature･ The dependences of FB On the electro-

mechanical deformation due to Maxwell stress and on electrical

conduction were discussed. 工t was found that the breakdown
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characteristics of PE above room temperature cannot be understood

only 土n terms of electromechan土cal
breakdown

process or thermal

breakdown process･ 工t was lndlcatedl however. that the break■

down mechanism at high temperatures is possibly related to a

variation of Youngrs modulus･

(xv) The effect of cross-linking by silane on the breakdown

character土st土cs of･PE was discussed. 工t was confirmed that the

silane cross-linking caused an increase in FB in a temperature

region above 50oC･ A correlation between Youngts modulus and FB

for silane cross-linked PE was obtained･ =t was found that FB

above room temperature can be expressed as a function of Young′s

modulusr irrespective of measuring temperature･ =t was concluded

that the dc breakdown character土stlcs of pE as well as s土1ane cross-

-linked PE at high temperatures can be considered to be closely re-

1ated to Young's modultis.

(xvi) =n order to elucidate the breakdown mechanism of PE at high

temperatures. it is required to invoke mult土-step breakdown processes

土nvolvln9 the effect of mechanical deformation or local electromech-

an土cal breakdown at a weak spot 土n a sample.

9-2 pract土cal S土gnificance of the Present Work

The practical significance of present work can be summarized

as follows:

(i) The electrical breakdown mechanism of polyimide
in high temr

perature region Was reported to be thermal breakdown･ Thusr for an

elevation of electrical insulation properties at high temperatures

it is required to reduce the electrical conductivity･ For this

purposer it was found to be necessary to recognize the supply source
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of carriers contributing to electrical conduction and to establ土sb

a way to reduce them. One way of 土mprovement 土s reported to be the

heat treatment with which a prominent 土ncrease 土n the electric st-

rength of commercial imide polymers could be obtained. =n the

thesis. in order to elucidate fu工･ther the relation between polyam土c

acid in polyimide and the dielectric breakdown, the effect of hydro1

1ys土s was studied , wblch increases the concentration of polyamic

acid with a process opposite to imldlzation. 工t was con王1rmed that

the further imid土zation ls
possibly one of the factors which contr土-

bute to improvement of the high temperature electric strength with

the heat treatment. However, in a practical appl土cat土on. varlat土on

of chemical and mechanical properties accompanied with the beat

treatment should be examined to establish the best condlt土on of the

treatment.

(ll) poly(Ⅴ土nylidene-fluoride) (PVDF) 1s ･expected to be applied

to active devices because of 土ts pleZOelectricity and pyroelectr土city･

The thermal breakdown process was also considered as a dominant pro-

cess of dielectric breakdown in PVDF at high temperatures･ The

removal of 土mpurit土es and the stab土11zatlon of materials conta土n土ng

thermally dissociated ions may be a powerful means for a reduction

of the density of ions. which would result 土n the 土mprovement of the

electric strength in a high temperature reglOn･ Besides these

methods, the result in Chapter tV showed that the modification of

the solid structure, which would lead to a change of ionic conduction

parametersr especially ionic jump distance and activation energy, is

expected to be a remarked way for an improvement of the electric

stren9tb･ =n order to realize such improvement′ 土t 土s strongly

needed that the microscopic Physical meaning of the ionic parameters

is given in the light of the solid structure･
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(iii) Thin polymer films produced by a glow discharge method are

expected to have practical appl土cat土ons to various electronic devices

and electrical insulations. =n this connection, the electrical

breakdown of plasma polyTnerized styrene thin films (PPS). was studied･

As a result. all the experimental results were consistently explained

by a
presented model: The current is controlled by the tunnelling

emission from the cathode and the bulk breakdown is governed by the

impulse thermal breakdown process. From the result, as w白IL as the

dlscuss土on on a steady state avalanche bulk conduction.土t 土s expected

that the electric strength
is increased by the following ways:

(1) to decrease the 土nコeCted conduction current. and

(2) to suppre;ss the effect of positive space charge produced

by 土mpact 土onlzatlon.

For (i), it is effective to increase the effective barrier height

between the cathode metal and the polymer, or to 土ncrease the eト

fect土ve mass of the electron 土n the d土electr土c. For (土土). 1t is

effective to 土ncrease hole mob⊥11ty for the suppression of formation

of space charger or to decrease the electron mean free path and

increase ionization energy for the suppression of impact ionization･

(iv) The electrical breakdown mechanism of polyethylene at high

temperatures was not completely understood in terms of thermal

breakdown process or electromechanical breakdown process･ However,

it was shown that the dc breakdown characteristics of PE at higher

temperature than about 50oC are possibly related to Young･′s modulus

of the measured samples, 1n s土1ane cross-linked pE also･ 工t can be

said that one of good ways for an improvement of the electrical

土nsulatlon propert土es
土s to 土mprove the mechanical p工･Opertles of PE･

As an examplet the silane cross-linking of PE was found to be a good

way for this.土n add土t土on to the merit of its easiness for
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manufacturing.

As
mentioned abovet various new informations

given
in this

thesis should greatly contribute not only to the understanding. of

the fundamental breakdown characteristics but also
to the improve-

ment of the electric strength at high temperatures for polymeric

insulating materials.
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